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TCAC Announces 1997 Spring Weekend Lineup
De La Soul, Barenaked Ladies, And The Violent Femmes Bring Wide Variety Of Music To Trinity
BY ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Editor-in Chief
On Monday the Tripod re-
ceived official word from the
trinity Student Activities
Council (TCAC) that-the Vio-
lent Femmes, De La Soul, and
the Barenaked Ladies will be
the bands on Sunday, April 27.
Drawing from the results of a
student survey and their own
opinions, the members of
TCAC pursued a variety of
bands including the Wallflow-
ers and George Clinton and the
P-funk All Stars. Both bands
were unable to attend due to
scheduling conflicts.
Amy Ham '97, a representa-
tive of TCAC, told the Tripod
that many students had re-
quested the Barenaked Ladies,
citing excellent concert reviews.
Once the Barenaked Ladies
were invited for Spring Week-
end, TCAC secured De La Soul,
intending the group to be the
headlining band.
Finally, two weeks before
Spring Bieak, TCACconfa med
the decision to make this band
the co-headliner with the
Barenaked Ladies.
The headlining decision is al-
ways a financial one, said Ham,
and that the headlining band is
determined by how much it
costs to secure a date at Trinity.
The Barenaked Ladies will
charge Trinity $17,500 to play
and the Violent Femmes require
a $20,000 fee. De La Soul is a
relative bargain, costing the
school only $7,500. De La Soul
will open the show on Sunday.
Last year's bands were rela-
tively cheaper, with the Mighty
Bosstones costing $12,500, the
Pharcyde $10,000, and Guster
$3,000.
TCAC traditionally does not
release the names of the bands
until the week before the free-
far-students concert in order to
keep away fans of the bands
who are not associated with
Trinity. Those who decide
which bands will play Spring
Weekend are supposed to keep
the results a secret in the at-
tempt to ward off nonstudents,
but this yeai ruinots and coi ru_t
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Robotics team members, Chris Savarese '99, JtN MOOKE
and Antony Arciuolo '99 pose with the robot,
Phoenix that placed second in the
competition.
before Spring Break. Said one
senior upon learning of the
bands before today, "If loose lips
really do 'sink ships,' then we'd
all be drowned by now."
For the rest of the student
body not in the know, the quest
to figure out who the Spring
Weekend's bands will be before
the official announcement is a
common Spring game among
Trinity students.
The Barenaked Ladies, who
were in Hartford on Sunday to
play at another multiband con-
cert in Bushnell Park for the
WMRQ (104.1) radio station,
have been suspected by many
students to be one of the bands
because of their local schedule
for the week preceding Spring
Weekend.
The internet is a popular re-
source for students to research
probable bands. A look at web
sites for the Violent Femmes
and De LA Soul show their up-
coming tour schedule, allowing
students to see who is playing in
advance.
Student reaction to TCACs
aiu mixed, and many
The Violent Femmes, pictured here, will be
closing the show this Spring Weekend.
played at Trinity in 1993. "I'm a
little miffed that the Violent
Femmes were invited back af-
ter they reportedly played
poorly in 1993," said John
O'Hara '97. Fellow senior Amy
Shackelford agreed with O'Hara
citing the Violent Femmes
1990's obscurity: "I think it's
lame we're repeating them so
quickly, especially since the last
hit they had was in 1982."
Othu students are more ac-
not a little cool: "I think [the
bands] are all right, but I just
wish TCAC could get someone
more mainstream. I'm not dis-
appointed, though," said Mark
N.Chaffee'98.
Whatever attitude the stu-
dent body takes towards the
bands, most people feel the
same about Sunday as a whole.
Said junior Fred Schonenberg, "I
really don't care who plays on
Sunday. As long as trie beer is
cold, I'm in the gold."r?(!alteMfc««,#i«>len.EtFerjiirri)e§. cejtfipg p!MT,CA,C's ctiqfges, if cold, I'  in the gold."
Israel Is Focus Of Discussion
B Y JEREMY ROSENBERG
News Writer
On Thursday at 4:15 the last
lecture on "Religion and Civil
Society in the Middle East" was
held in Cinestudio. The speak-
ers of this lecture were Professor
Moshe Halbertal of the Hebrew
University from the Depart-
ment of Jewish Thought and
Professor Ehud Sprinzak from
the Political Science depart-
ment of the Hebrew University.
Ron Kiner, professor of Jewish
Mysticism, gave a brief intro-
duction before handing the
floor over to Halbertal who
spoke in depth on the issues that
are encompassing Israel today.
"The current state of Israel is
one of great confusion. There
are premature rumors of the
Arab/Israeli conflict being
over," said Halbertal. "Many
people can see that there is a
collision ahead for Israel being
a Jewish democratic state. We
want Israel to be a Jewish demo-
cratic state, however many
people see this as a contradic-
tion. Israel can be either or, but
not both."
"The basic element of a Jew-
ish state is the 'Law of Return'
which states that any Jew can
return to Israel at any time and
become a citizen, "Halbertal
continued. He cited this as a
paradox making it impossible
for Israel to be the homeland for
Jews, while at thesame time, the
Jews in Israel do not feel at
home: "This is a central idea to
Israel being a Jewish state. There
is a radical diversity in the ac-
tual being of a Jew. It is a
struggle to define Israel, either
as a state of the Jews or ajewish"
state.
Halbertal then spoke exten-
sively about the political con-
flict in Israel: "Religious
legislation should be stopped. I
have never seen a Jew become
more Jewish because of legisla-
tion. Moreover, it has alienated
many younger Jews who see it
as a threat to their freedom. Re-
ligion has furthermore become
alienated by the state. What we
have seen from the marriage of
religion and state is the corrup-
tion of both. Religious figures
should not be politicians but
rather philosophers and writer
and religious organizers."
"Israel voted a secular Jew to
be Prime Minister. This would
never have occurred in Israel
before. There is a growing popu-
larity of religion in politics."
"There is an acceptance of
Jews having power, but all the
power is Zionist, The apostate
point of view of Zionism is seen
as a reshaping, a new Jew: These
are the liberal left and the labor-
ers. An. entrance of Jewish
groups into Israeli politics has
radicalized the issue."
He then spoke of the second
part of his theory which is that
within Orthodoxy there is a Zi-
onist group. The religious Zion-
ist says the messiah is coming.
The two views held by the Zi-
onist group is that 1) there are
no messianic Zionist, and that
2) the messiah is coming. The
conditions of religious Zionist is
as follows: The young genera-
tion thought it was a movement
towards redemption of Jews.
Then there would be a harmony
between religion and Zionism."
Halbertal moved to the po-
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A Major Problem
Unfortunately the Tripod cannot cover every story that happens each
week on campus (believe it or not), and one story that should be in this
issue but was not printed for lack of space, concerns the school's deci-
sion to drop the minor program from the school ciriculum. Some stu-
dents might consider having a minor a major nuisance; those with
majors that did not cross inter-cirricular boundaries were required to
have minor in another discipline. The reasoning for this is simple and
smart: we have all chosen to go to a liberal arts college, and should take
as many different courses as we can.
No one should be forced to take extra classes, and those who feel this
way not only should not be here in the first place. Without a minor
program, too many students will end up taking as many "gut" courses
as possible. To some extent we, as a student body and as Americans, are
inherently lazy and sometimes a little extra prodding will pay off in
the not-so-long run. On a more positive note, how many students here
considered the fact that Trinity offered minors a major factor in their
decision to attend Trinity. This would be an awful beginning to a trend
which would replace course selection as a draw to the school with the
promise of new buildings and more parking.
Regardless of whether you think the polls are important or not (they're
not), whatever steps taken to increase that rank can only raise the stan-
dards of the school. A minor program is a very attractive and useful
track for a student to take. Getting rid of it would only add a drop to the
bucket of the so-called Dumbing of America.
If the school really wants to get rid of the minor program, the student
body must swallow this pill. Let this serve as a warning, however, to
the students, so that they can do their best to oppose changes they dis-
agree with.
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I was appalled by the one-
sided coverage in today's news
and am convinced the media is
extremely biased and not objec-
tive.
Today is April 19th, the anni-
versary of the Waco massacres
and the Oklahoma City bomb-
ing. Herman and Chomsky's
propaganda model, as de-
scribed in their book "Manufac-
turing Consent," has played
itself out perfectly in this in-
stance.
Because the Waco victims
were viewed as "unworthy,"
they are given little or no cover-
age by the media. But because
the OK bombing victims were
seen as "worthy" victims, the
media drools over their deaths.
Murder is murder.
In both cases, dozens of inno-
cent men, women and children
were murdered. So why does the
media "obsess" over the OK
bombing anniversary but not
the Waco Massacre? Could it be
the media is stupid and simply
forgot? Perhaps the government
does not want to be reminded of
its destruction and murder of a
religious group by federal FBI
and BATF agents.
However, the media loves glo-
rifying dead bureaucrats —
those people who live off other
peoples' taxes. In simple terms,
the message I get is that the me-
dia thinks government can do
no wrong, while religious
groups are better left dead and
forgotten.
Although I profess no reli-
gious inclinations, it seems to
me that this is a matter of pro-
paganda, not truth seeking.
Nonetheless, wrongdoing
was done in both cases. How-
ever, I have yet to see the killers
in the Waco massacre indicted
or brought to justice (i.e. Janet
Reno, Bill Clinton et al.). Why






It is high time that the an-
tics of intermural softball
stop, I write this letter to call
for the end of the tyranny
which is the intermural soft-
ball season. As a member of -
this college community, 1 am
set the fact that I cannot
hell off of "their" field, the
you're scared out of your wits
by the near miss of a softball
rocketing past your head. I
mean it when I ask the rest of
the community to stand with
me and stand for this no more.
Sit jn with me tomorow at
4pm. Together we can stop
this. -,. . >.,
you're not shouted at togetche Anonymous
The Bars Around Trinity
Whether you're of age or not, you've probably
frequented some of the following establishments in
an effort to relax and collect your thoughts.
The Tap Cafe Everyone's favorite...but
go before you get there.
The Nutshell Cafe
Very friendly bartenders,
free popcorn and its not
crowded.
The No Name Bar High hair and the
alterno- scene all in one.
The Keg Stiff drinks, lots of TV's
and a separate pool room
T &A Cafe Well, it sounds like a fun
place.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582
• E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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I almost balk at quoting a
popular television show such as
the XFiles. But, my friends, the
truth is out there. It has to be. If
not, what then would all the
rumors be based on?
Last Monday night at The
Tripod office was not like most
Monday nights. The usual mot-
ley crew was there for the usual
editorial shenanigans. There
was the familiar buzz which
has come to define the early
morning hours before deadline.
But, there was a different and
heightened feeling amongst
those who were there for $%!#
that went down. Last Monday
night was one of those nights
that tells you you're doing the
right thing - for yourself, for
your public, and for the greater
good of the world. Last Monday
night we were not college kids
throwing together a weekly - we
were journalists, and we stood
by the stories which we knew
we had to print.
Don't go thinking I've lost my
head amidst delusions of gran-
deur. I am well aware of The
Tripod's audience. Still, the prin-
ciples for which it stands are the
same ones which define the role
of the press. They are the same
principles which determine the
ethics and morals of journalists,
or rather, force journalists to de-
termine them for themselves.
What's more, the circumstances
.which came about were them-
selves a microcosm of a working
society. Despite the scope of our
little paper, all the parts and
players which make the world
go 'round were represented.
By now most of you know
about the (aging) controversy
surrounding the. women's la-
crosse team. In light of this situ-
ation, News had a story which
was, in my humble opinion, fit
to be printed. In fact, it was not
only fit, it needed to be printed.
It needed to be printed to put to
about who's spinning it and
how. Business had a stake in
what was printed last week, and
business made it its business to
make sure we knew our busi-
ness. In the article, a certain es-
tablishment (the College View
Cafe) and a certain proprietor
were said to be responsible for
letting underage people drink
there before the now infamous
accident happened. One can
understand where the propri-
etor is coming from by not
wanting such facts printed for
all to read. "Hi," it basically says,
"I run a shady bar and I break
the law, and you can find me
here..." This is nothing more
"Politics was barking at us from one
side not to print the story. Business
was yapping at us from another not
to print the story We were on the
phone with our legal advisors to get
information. It was stimulating. It was
the real world, and it was all in the
basement of Jackson."
rest the rumors which people
take for the truth. I dare say that
is the (ideal) role of the press in
society. My point though, is not
what did or did not happen
with those young ladies that
night. What consumed me was
the worldly reality of the situa-
tion. I learned how the truth is
indeed out there, and then I got
my first taste of some old fash-
ion American censorship.
The press has long been
called the fourth estate. The
other three, politics, business,
and the law, are what truly
make the world go round. But it
is the Press which tells you all
IF YOU COULD PLAY ONE
SONG ON THE CHAPEL BELLS,
WHAT WOULD YOU PLAY
SHERMAN FRANCIS '98
"That's my baby's daddy."
MARCUS COWIE '00
"Man in the Mirror."
ALEX CUKOR '00
"Whole Lotta Love."
than covering your tracks,
something we all have been
guilty of at some time. As a
black pot, I have no problem
with that kettle. Rather it was
his method of coverage which
opened my eyes to how the
world works. He called our of-
fice and threatened The Trinity
Tripod. (Can you believe it?)
First he threatened us with a
law suit for libel. Then he
threatened us with not paying
hisbill for the advertisement he
runs each week. It was my first
threat ever, ahtf fifie* ttuilt'bef
known, it turned me on.
Next, a member of the Stu-
dent Government Association,
who, incidentally, is also an
employee of the same College
View Cafe, called and pleaded
that we not print the story. You
know what though, pleaded
isn't quite the right word.
Threatened is more like it. Yes,
he threatened to cut off our
budget if we printed the story. I
didn't adequately understand
what a conflict of interest was,
even though it was right in front
of my face. I was informed by a
colleague that it's when you
have a stake, or an allegiance to
two separate and conflicting
parties. In this case, the interest
of this person's SGA position
conflicted with the interests
this same person had as an em-
ployee of the View. You know
who you are. No letter to the edi-
tor?
Politics was barking at us
from one side to not print the
story. Business was yapping at
us from another, side to not
print the story. We were on the
phone with our legal advisers to
get information. It was stimu-
lating. It was the real world, and
all in the basement of Jackson!
When the smoke cleared, and
the issue went to press, we stood
our ground and did not bow to
pressure from the other three
estates. We printed the story.
I believe we did the right
thing. Just as I believe that this
is not a belaboring of last week's
news. This is what went on last
week before you got the news
we felt you had the right to
know. I may have hopped right
up on my high horse that last
Monday night, but from upon it,
a better view I had of the muck
I sought to rake.
1 4 seconds till sunrise, tired and wiser for the time"
-Black Crowes
Bye-Bye Boardwalk. You've treated me well for four years here
at Trinity College. But now I hear its time for your weary walls
to come tumbling down. So this is my goodbye to you Board-
walk. Some of you undoubtably will share my sentiment so read
on.
Freshman year you were the shady dorm. The sounds of Betty
wafted out of your basement to the entire north side of campus.
And if you don't already know, your fortunate son is reunited in
San Francisco, kicking more ass. Inspired, some of us in North
Campus formed our own little band, although, we were pretty
damn tali I'm sure you remember us well: bora and bred in your
basemen^ it was the only place for us to debut. You nurtured
our musical careers throughout the years. More importantly you
helped bring us along in our social and intellectual development.
You taught us that the best way to get in trouble was to keep a
record of what you were doing. Some of us listened and some
didn't. Right now, much to the chagrin of us all I believe, the
only copy of Le Petit Parisien parts I through VIII is missing and
presumed stolen. Twenty ruined political careers because we in-
sisted on documentation. Ah, but Boardwalk, even you laughed
when we watched the piece for the first time.
I remember when, someone 'fell asleep' in your basement in
the middle of a postparty, late night. When he awoke, you had
comforted him with a mattress and blanket. You even kept the
rats away. But still, some people have always been scared of you,
as if you were of the unkindest ilk The unfamiliar always asso-
ciate the unknown with the undesirable. How sad.
You've seen a lot in these past four years: lost iguanas and
blown, up microwaves, chili and turtle, shattered fish, tanks and
taxi-cab doors, the ball game and zonk, free cable and zip lines
from the third floor Of course you were also there for the fights
and reconciliations, the shared joy and the guarded sorrow, and
of course all of the torn shower curtains. You've seen good and
bad, yet you were never judgmental. For all of your kindness
and forgiving, sometimes your residents transgressed the bound-
aries of our unspoken relationships and violated your very be-
ing. We all apologize for the broken windows, doors and
especially walls. Moments of rage, silliness or inebriation often
inspired these instances of destructive behavior, But we always;
took care of you, didn't we? Some of us had the art of dry walling
down to a science by the time we moved out. Some of us \
didn't...yet our repairs were never second guessed by Buildings
and Grounds.
all ffifeTCTWlieve; f ̂ Spanish havea saying that, if paraphrased,
s applicable to you. You are always awake with a watching, con-
cerned eye, but you tend to blink a lot. So be it. What you have
missed in your blinks have sometimes been hedonistic adven-
tures of exploration. And sometimes they have been nothing
other than unabashed stupidity, but your silent guidance has
prompted us to reflect upon these departures as only one facet
of our time here, and not the totality of our experience. You
taught us that those times sitting on the fire escape playing gui-
tar, or stringing the Christmas lights over the Halloween cutouts
were just as valuable and enjoyable as anything else that hap-
pened within your walls. Why? Because you taught us the value
and importance of community. Doors were never locked and
sharing was respectful and reciprocal So Mom, of course I won't
get any refund for living in Board walk for two ye ars. We all were
happy there.
Boardwalk, I would be remiss if my farewell inferred that you
caught us the ways of life.- You didn't, but how could you? You
know nothing other than what you have experienced. What you
saw and what you heard, The view to trie north showed the sur-
prisingly pretty Hartford nighttime skylinc.but it looked so far
away. How fitting, because what we now expect the real world
to be was always far removed from Boardwalk. A gaze to the
west showed not much but Park Place. From this we all learned
that similarity in appearance doesn't indicate similarity in spirit.
A view to the east offered the ascending moon in the early hours
of night and the brazen periodically enhanced the view with
amateur firework displays. Finally, the view south. Many think
your face resided on the Allen Place side of the building. But
those who came home every day to the fire escape on your south
side noticed the way themetal gleamed like a particularly bright
smile. From your southern perspective you observed many
comings and goings. You watched the first and last annual
Boardwalk Bagel Tossand those footballs that inexplicably madi
their way to your roof, You also heard a lot in the past four years:
exhortations to "put your pouch where your mouth is," and that
it's<tslow>butsinopthwasthescenelikeadirtydutcri.magazine"
You watched the old Crow house come down, arid the modern
.behemoth go up in its place, The same monster threatens your
existence and.it appearsthere is precious little you can do. Now
you confide that you miss the crazy antics that went on there,
•and you missyour old friend. • It seems, that progress sweeps away
what some of .us love best.: •'' • : ; ;
Boardwalk, you were there for our four years here, and never
intended to follow us as we. lef C. So we leave you with the holes
and metal poles, the bats and rats, the overturned coffee tables
and the Metech intercom :system, the three bags ML of dirty
dishesand'the Nintendo. Most; importantly, Boardwalk, we leave
you with the blue couch. When the wrecking ball comes, lie
down, turn ori Beavis and Eutthead, and try and pretend that it's
us at'tbft controls, because you know 'w& only did it with loye:
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Let's Think Critically About
The New Israeli Settlements
To The Editor,
In perhaps the most asinine
Tripod opinion article I have
read in months, (this one really
takes the cake), Jonathan
Epstein painfully illustrates an
inexcusable failure to exercise
intelligence regarding the issues
of the Israeli settlement being
built on Jebel Abu Ghneim in
East Jerusalem. Perhaps most
ironic about this article is the
fact that it was somehow sup-
posed to "set the record straight"
about what's "really going on"
rather than being mislead by a
previously uniformed article
written by Ian Lang, two weeks
ago. Unfortunately, Mr. Epstein
has done nothing less than re-
place ignorance with stupidity,
surely a worse crime than Mr.
Lang's well intentioned at-
tempts.
Mr. Epstein puts his foot in
his mouth early by professing
that the new settlement in fact
is "NOT" (his emphasis) a settle-
ment. Even Israeli critiques will
acknowledge this much (Mr.
Peres included). Israeli politi-
cians openly boast how this is
the last settlement needed to
encircle a ring around Jerusa-
lem, thereby securing a Jewish
majority in the city. True the
Labor government did propose
the settlement to begin with,
but they agreed to stop the plans
when they agreed to stop build-
ing settlements^ 1 wish I could
have deflated Mr. Epstein my-
self, but the fsraeiis have clearly
beat me to it.
Mr. Epstein also fails to men-
tion several extremely impor-
tant facts: that ALL settlements
are illegal under international
law, that the international com-
munity has never recognized
the Israeli annexation of East
Jerusalem, and that Israel ac-
quired the land through force
both in the 1967 war and by si-
lently nudging out the local Pal-
estinians through an impressive
series of racist and contempt-
ible means.
Then Mr. Epstein continues
the American media's prosaic
harping on "Palestinian terror-
ism." This is no shock since it
seems Mr. Epstein does nothing
less than parrot the ridiculous
drivel and propaganda of the
Netanyahu government. (We
hope Mr. Epstein will one day
come to terms with his embar-
rassing remarks once
Netanyahu's unfounded incom-
petency as a leader is soon fully
revealed.) I do not deny that
some Palestinians have resorted
to an ugly array of options to
defend their rights, lands, and
families. But it seems there is
never any mention of what
causes Palestinians to do the
things that they do. Israel's re-
cent decision to build a settle-
ment on Arab land is just one
more straw in a haystack of
practices that can rightly be
called "state terrorism." This
haystack includes (but is not
restricted to) a 30 year occupa-
make me wonder whether Trin-
ity Collegehasdone anything to
foster the elusive trait com-
monly referred to as "critical
thinking." If we were to follow
Mr. Epstein's logic to its fullest,
we should be supportive of all
American sponsored "friends"
including known murderers
and despots like the Shah of
Iran, Saddam Hussein of Iraq,
Suharto of Indonesia, Begin and
Shamir of Israel, and virtually
every South American and Af-
rican dictator that has ever
come to power (with a little help
from the CIA.) Mr. Epstein vin-
dicates his nonsense by refer-
ring to the fact that everyone
from Bill Clinton (arguably the
slimiest President ever) to to-
bacco lobbyist and virtual neo-
"Perhaps the only place in Mr. Epstein's
article where I can agree with him is ..."
tion of the West Bank, routine
illegal torture, imprisonment,
murder, humiliation, economic
strangulation of Arab econo-
mies, expulsion, restrictions on
building rights, free speech, and
free passage. (To mention
briefly in the time span of De-
cember 1987 to January 1992
there were 1500 Palestinians
killed, more than 119,000 seri-
ously injured, 66 expulsions,
120,000 trees uprooted, 2,050
house demolitions and sealings,
with on any given day 14,000
Palestinians detained in Israeli
prisons.) ''•
Perhaps the only place in Mr.
Epstein's article where I can
agree with him is when he says
"nothing justifies terrorism."
Because of this, I suggest Mr.
Epstein direct his remarks to-
wards the Israeli government
and military where the charge
of "terrorism" more accurately
and more consistently reflects
the crime.
Finally, Mr. Epstein ends his
monotonous diatribe with the
most offensive of his remarks: "I
strongly support the US govern-
ment in its fervent support of
Israel...! was always taught to
stand by my friends, even in
times of trouble; the US must
stand by its ally. It is the right
thing to do."
It is statements like this that
Nazi Senator Jesse Helms, sup-
ports Israel. Such banter in the
service of corrupt power only
further helps illustrate my
point that not an ounce of criti-
cal thinking in the fields of hu-
manitarian decency, or
questioning of authority has
taken place in Mr. Epstein mind,
(not to mention the American
media, or the US government.)
Instead we must hear Mr.
Epstein babble about "the right
thing to do." According to
Epstein, "the right thing to do"
is to accept corrupt, and ruthless
power structures', gross abuses
of human rights, Netanyahu
government propaganda, and
not exercising our privilege to
think critically about the world
we live in. Although Mr. Epstein
has done a fabulous job doing
all this with aplomb, there is no
reason why Palestinians,
Americans or Israelis should
accept such malarkey. There are
a good deal of people on both
sides (both Arab and Israeli)
with a genuine interest in a just
and lasting peace who deserve
better than such mindless
prattle in the service of estab-
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BY BLISS M. ZISSER
Contributing Writer
I must confess to ari abso-
lutely unforeseen feeling of
nostalgia for the good old pre-
e-mail days. Not that I like to
think of myself as a techno-
logical wimp, or out of touch
—in fact.in my crotchety way
I have creaked up to speed and,
urged on by my college-age-
and-older children, gone on-
line. Now that I'm there
(when I canget there —thank
you AOL), I find it's pretty
amazing for all sorts of quick
communication, I can clash
off little bon mots to an as-
sortment of friends and fam-
ily, as long.as I have their
electronic addresses (Trinity's
are so staid .- they actually
sound Hke regular, grown-up
addresses. I am partial to my
older stepson's "ZeoRanger"
and stuff like that).-
And of course there's the
whole fascinating phenom-
enon of Spam-mail, Whete
else could Ifaave learned, about
this at my advanced age?
How else could' 1 have had
such a privileged peek into
the inner workings of the un-
dergraduate mind?
It doesirty heart good,asl'm
sure it does all the other par-
ents of students" at
_ MW ""
Connecticut College,
Simmons, Tufts, Berkeley, St.
Andrews (and I know I'm
leaving out a huge number of
schools here, but consider my
advanced age arid shrinking
rne.rn'ory),..yes,it warms of. ottr
hearts to know just how pror
found our budding scholars
can be'when they think no
one (no one of parental age) is
listening. Iwouldn'tbe kicked
off my Spain list for anything.
It's the only time I see how my
tuition dollars are. spent,
But getting back to more
.substantive-issues (yes, let's!)...
writing into the ether, after all,
is a quick fix of almost-com-
munication, easily sent off
intothemistsofiechno-space,
never to return to darken your
in-mail again (you hope). It's
at once a very intrusive and
curiously impersonal method
of communication. And
thereby hangs my problem
with it.
In pre-email days, 1 would
actually hear from my chil-
dren, via phone, oreven, some-
times, when they were feeling
particularly literate, snail-
mail.
As any college parent can
tell you, phone calls from your
student are usually few and
far between (if everything's
going OK)and tend to revolve
around finances (the need to
enhance said student's) or va-
cations (the need to find beds
for an unspecified number of
folks on their way to some
concert or reunion). Butitwas
so nice to hear' their little
voices that you didn't mind!
The subject of the phone call
was secondary for you, the
loving, faraway parent,
All parents get used early
on to reading between the
lines of their kids' conversa-
tions, and that's what made
the.phone calls so endearing.
You could ostensibly be talk-
ing about driving cross-
country in Clea the Geo, but
what you were really talking
about was each other's voices;
all the inflections, giggles, si-
lences, throat-clearings,
tratlings-off that are vrhm
conversation wlt^sofrieorje'
So when email came to our
house, phone calls pretty
much came to an end. And I
miss them. Not that I'm to-
tally deprived -• my only son
is nice enough to call up every
once in a while precisely be-
cause he knows how 1 feel
about the impersonality of
the other stuff. And perhaps
because, deep down, maybe
he feels the same. I mean, I
know it wouldn't be cool to
actually allow toone's ancient
mother that you like the
sound of her voice-but hey —
a phone call is still the best
way to wheedle, charm and
get results fast. And isn't that
what parent-child communir
cation is all about?
IDP Students Should Have The Same Privileges
To The Editor, -
I was very disappointed as I
read "The Debate Over IDP
Valedictorians Continues" in
the March 4 issue of the Trin-
ity Tripod. This article's anony-
mous author argued that
Trinity's IDP students should
not be candidates for valedic-
torianbecause they are adults
and because they have had
more time to focus on their
goals in life. Yes, it is true that
Trinity's mainstream students,
for the most part, arrive on
campus at the age of 18 and
that one of the greatest chal-
lenges.they face during their
time here is to find a focus for
themselves and to take those:
last few difficult steps into
, adulth6dd.;But it/is a fact of life;
that each; stydentarriyes on-
campus at adiffeMi^gpint: in •
•his or her pers:Ohalsdeyllo'p^"
ment. Even aside from the real-
ity that each individual mind
works at its own pace, remem-
: ber that some of us went to the
nation's best boarding schools
and received the finest prepara-
tion possible for a' college set-
ting. Others among us may have
attended medidcre public
schools where we had to
struggle to get a decent eduea-
tionar foundation, Some of us
pass our summers living on our
own and making the most of
internships in cities, all over the
country, arid others of us lived
at home and worked restaurant
jobs so that we can buy our
books. That is diversity, and it's
why Trinity and hundreds- of
other colleges have-been strug-
gling to achieve in their sfudent"
'bodies'for s o : l O n § 1 d
:are yet-another;
eligible for academic rewards
because of that diversity.
Furthermore, it is no one's
like princes and princesses, ev-
ery meal fully catered, every
class within walking distance,
"That is diversity, and it's what Trinity
and hundreds of other colleges strive for
in their student bodies for so long."
right to assume that IDP stu-
dents have an easier time with
college simply because they are
older. It is true that IDP students
are most often adults who have
had a little more time to sort out
their goals and that that might
give them an edge while they
are here at Trinity. But they have
their own challenges to face.
Many of them are building ca-
reers, living independently,
maintaining marriages, or car-
ing for children (or all of the
above) while they conduct their
studies. While Trinity's on-cam-
pus mainstream students live
IDP students live a life in the
real world of parking spots and
dirty dishes. And if we main-
stream students fall behind in
our progress because we've
"fallen victim to the occasional
late-night," then hopefully that
will serve as a lesson to us: it's
the way the real world works.
Beyond all of this, the most
'disturbing thing about the
March 4 article was that it's au-
thor seems to have completely
missed the point of a liberal arts
education. Trinity is an institu-
tion which creates an environ-
ment where intellectual growth
is possible and which chal-
lenges students to make that
environment work for the ex-
pansion of each individual
mind, a hefty task for anyone,
no matter their age or back-
ground. The valedictorian is a
person who has accepted this
challenge and pushed him or
herself absolutely to the limits
of human potential, regardless
of whatever personal or situ-
ational obstacles may have been
in the way. To reserve the post
of valedictorian only for main-
stream Trinity students would
be to suggest that only certain
people may be rewarded for a
successful pursuit of enlighten-
ment. I would hate to see Trin-









Nobody is scared of
Sarajevo anymore, not even
the Pope. Last Saturday night
young people went out and
partied. Dangerous or not, life
has to go on somehow. The
next morning thousands
marched behind the Pope,
through former mine fields,
while the thick snow covered
the ground.
"Save your souls from the
feelings of anger and revenge."
The Pope exclaimed. Mean-
while NATO helicopters flew
low above the stadium, where
the Holy Mess was held. Ru-
mors of bomb deposits
around the stadium were
quickly spread among the
Vatican officials. Like young
Sarajevo a few hours before.
Italians like to pride them-
selves on. The song chosen
was an American song, but it
is also a predominately Black
Gospel.
Born out of people that have
been oppressed themselves,
who knows more about op-
pression then them? And who
more then the people of
Sarajevo would also know
what oppression is? They
have been stuck for months in
small apartments with no
electricity or water. They were
waking and falling asleep to
the sound of sirens. They saw
friends, with whom they read
poetry together and discussed
politics, fall under the sound
of sniper shots. Nobody was
spared.
Not a lot of people know
what a wonderful city
Sarajevo is. It is a cosmopoli-
tan jewel of the Balkans, a cul-
tural center, where Slavic,
"Not a lot of people know what a
wonderful city Sarajevo is. It is a
cosmopolitan jewel of the Balkans, a
cultural center, where Slavic, Islamic and
Jewish influences merged in harmony."
The Pope was not concerned.
He knew he had to deliver his
message. He knew that Satur-
day night fever had to go on.
He delivered a message to all
warring factions, regardless of
religion and ethnicity. Thou-
sands of CatholicsCand not
gflfef) joined, thelong gjlgri^,,.
age among the hidden mines.
In a recent article from the
Italian newspaper La Repub-
lica I found an article report-
ing the Pope's visit. The
columnist was struck by the
fact that the Pope was not wel-
comed with usual Slavic
church songs, instead a hun-
dred electric guitars beat the
rhythm of the gospel song
Glory, Glory Halleluia.The.
Italian columnist made a joke
out of it. "You can feel the long-
ing for the West," he wrote.I do
not like this kind of writing.
It is the typical example of we-
are-the-West aura that the
Islamic and Jewish influences
merged in harmony. A friend
from there told me they used
to hang out in Jewish quarters
even though they were Mus-
lims. They tried each others'
food and payed precious re-
spect to each other.
p p g l v ^ W
even an accent, never leaving
the country. Sarajevo, as it
used to be, has long been gone.
Sarajevo is dead. Some fat,
greedy nationalist politicians
killed it! I have never visited
Sarajevo. Maybe it is closer to
me now then I thought. Maybe
I do not have to go far away.
Probably a few blocks up
122nd Street in New York City.
Then I might hear at a door-
way of some church the same
sounds echoing between the
continents, and the same uni-
versal song of the Saints
marching on the Atlantic,
To a Stranger
When you were young,
you hid your cigarettes in my
winter boots
changed your shirt before
coming home,
leaving no scent to give you
away.
Late night retreats to the
sponsor
none of us knew you had
. every Thursday at 1 a m
regardless of our curfew





' a cat's smile imprinted
on your eager face,;
As you grew, '
you'd make mom's
decaf coffee
grinding valium into the
blend
so she'd sleep
60 minutes sooner $50
poorer.
Then you'd shake me out of
bed ' :
demanding more money
that I knew to hide. -
Watchingyou climb out the
window,
unable to fall back asleep
because I once cared , .
•whatwould happen to you.-
Our Freedom Trinity Style
BY SJL GWIN
Qpmm Writer
comfortably familiar with this
school and what makes it tick,
It's a great sense, itfs too bad I
didn't have it when I was a
autonomy, lam talking about
thefreedoro to party all night
on a Tuesday if that's,your
thing, but above that, the'
Although the flagrant
pricetagof $27,000 per year is
an egregjtousirtjury to anyone^
pocket, there are some certain
benefits that acccompany our
school's offensive asking price.
Most importantly, I feel a defi-
nite sense of freedom for both
the individual and the com-
munity hereat Trinity, ks hard
to put a price on this freedom,
and whether it's really worth
what we pay for it is another
question, (bin if it was any
more the 27- big ones our par-
ents, and often ourselves, al-
ready shell; out it might not
be). What really gives our
school its value is the amount
of effort We as individuals put
into our time s'pen? here,.
After almost Four lightening
fast years tfeel likeTm just get-
ting into a good grove, 1 -went •
to. a preparatory school and i t
did prepare me for college, but
there is really nothing to pre-
pare you for tbe college expe-
rience like college itself. Not'
until this Fall, after returning'
•from, an incredible Journey
abroad to Australia, did! feel
"At no other time in out lives wifl we be
so free to carry and conduct ourselves
as we wish,Jf
sophomore. Only once you be-
come situated and comfortable
with the surrounding here can
they begin to work for you, it
doesn't always have to be you
working for them. The school
can and will help you out if
you're determined and persis-
tent, after all it's what they
should do, itfe the least they owe
us for asking so much. 1
shouldn't fail to mention that
I'm already grateful for what
Trinity has done for me and f
they finally accept my self -de
signed siitior then my gratitude
will run as deep as DaveyJones'
LockeE •
If you r̂e lucky enough to'at*
tend Trimaty College then trin-
ity Collegecan afford you some
wonderful opportunities: As it
stands now* aod.asit should, for-
ever, the relationship that Trin-
ity has with its students is one
that allowseach student almost
complete personal freedom and
•chance to be free in your aca-
demic pursuits. That's why
they call this place a liberal
artscollege. If the curriculum
doesn't fit you just right you
cart change it, tailor it more to
your own interests. The
Deans and the Academic Af-
fairsCommitteeandtheGen-'
eral.Education Council are
therefor chat purpose. And I
bet you'd fittd the'y're more
open-minded than you think.
• At aoothertimein our lives
' willwebesofreetocarryand
conduct ourselves as we wish,
: whether in a noble or shame-
.ful manner or with a- happy
• balance of both tempers. As
;long as one remains in .solid
academic standing then any
behavior -short Of Incurring •
legalcrtarges i$pertni$$able, if
not conventional, and even
encouraged Remember that
The.Great John BIutarsM did
more tban just beerand pizza.
Milk Of Human Kindness
Fll share your toys
HI share your money
I'll share your beer (in the
original poem it is toast)
• I'll share your honey
Til share my milk and my
cookies too,
the hardest part is sharing
my kind with you.
This remake of a Shel
Silverstein poem has been
written on my wall for the
entire year and I have spent
many spare moments think-
ing of what kind is. I use kind
myself in my daily vocabu-
lary to describe people, places,
and things, each time putting
a new context to the word.
One way that you may un-
derstand kind is in reference
to nature, families, and essence
of being. Here we can find dis-
tinctions and personal prefer-
ences that develop according to
choice o£ quality. Differences
surface, but eternal sameness
persists.
Kind can also be used in an
emotional context touching on
the feelings of the soul; affec-
tion and love., caring and help-
fulness, actions and thoughts,
perceptions and beliefs. These
things keep kindness pure,
gentle, and representing the
truth.
And sure, there are also refer-
ences to kind which indicate
pleasure or even bliss. Seems to
be, at Trinity, we have that in the
bag.
So, let's start with the most
simple examination: are you
kind? Are you conscious of
your hindl How about the
kindness of others?
Life has an entirely differ-
ent beat when kind is in ac-
tion. That glorious smile, a
simple hello, or a door held
open can all be given and re-
ceived. Accept other's kind,
repel your kind and act in
kindness to all living things.
The process of sharing in-
volves attention to letting go
of you. Sure, difficulty along
the way arises, and it takes a
little effort to get that kind
shining. There should be no
hardship in sharing kind. If
you've got, why not give it?
Somewhere, we have all got it.
Minors No Longer Required
To The Editor,
Recently the faculty voted
overwhelmingly to remove the
integration of knowledge re-
quirement. For those of you not
versed in the newspeak of Trin-
ity College, what that means is
that every class other than the
present senior class no longer
needs a minor to graduate from
Trinity Collge.
Underclassmen, consider
yourselves lucky. The minor re-
quirement has always struck
me as • one of the more useless
education requirements. The
integration of knowledge re-
quirement is intended to ensure
that we all receive a broad and
diverse education. This is a
noble and worthy goal that is
definitely within the profile of
a liberal arts institution of
higher learning. However, what
I have a problem with is the
means to this end that had pre-
viously been employed.
Minors, it has always seemed
to me, were a waste of time. I
don't mean to suggest that inter-
disciplinary learning isn't
worthing, because I think that
it is essential if we intend to pre-
tend that we are well educated
men and women. Minors did
not serve the goal they were
supposed to.
Many times minors were cho-
sen and completed with little
thought to their value or worth,
but simply because of their ease.
An increase in the number of
distribution requirements
would be a better idea to further
the notion of interdisciplinary
learning. Trinity should have
an English requirement. I am
about to graduate and have
never taken an English class at
this collge, even though from
everything I have heard we have
an excellent English faculty.
I also think that we should
expand the science and possi-
bly math requirements, The
present demands placed upon
us in regard to the study of sci-
ence are embarrasingly easy.
I'm sick, of the argument that
not everyone is scientifically
inclined. Of course everyone
isn't, but that doesn't reduce its
relevance.. Our society is one
that is becoming ignorant of
science and its implications.
Also, philosophy seems to be
an appropriate requirement to
add. Just one class, that's all I
ask. Philosophy teaches us how
to think and how to think about
things, so it seems to have uni-
versal relevance to all of us in
college to learn. That is why we
are here, correct?
Well for all my vitriolic ban-
ter let me just add that I hope
minors themselves haven't been
abolished. They can serve as a
useful complement to a major, I
would guess that the Legal
Studies minor would still be a
popular one and would hope
others continue to strive. How-
ever, let's be thankful that the
faculty recognized the futility
of the minor requirement. . . •. •
Sincerely, ; •
Concerned Senior
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Society Inducts New Members
New Inductees to the Pi Gamma Mu Society pose for pictures at their recent
induction ceremony. The Pi Gamma Mu Society is set up to recognize outstanding




The Trinity College Chapter
of Pi Gamma Mu, known as the
Connecticut Alpha Chapter,
hosted its spring induction for
new members last Thursday
evening in the Washington
Room.
The Society's purpose is to
recognize outstanding scholar-
ship-in the social sciences.
Membership is awarded to ac-
complished upper-class stu-
dents who have maintained a
B+ average in all of their social
science courses and an overall
average of at least a B.
Professor Clyde McKee, the
Connecticut Alpha Chapter's
Faculty Sponsor, presided over
the various ceremonies. These
included the introduction of
guests, the election of new offic-
ers, the presentation of the Ri-
chard Brainerd Award, the
membership induction, and the
keynote addresses. :
Trinity's invited guests were
Professor Paul Petterson from
Central Connecticut State Uni-
versity, Professor Scott McLean
from Quinnipiac College, and
Professor Jilda Aliotta from the
University of Hartford. These
three schools have displayed in-
terest in trying to establish their
own Pi Gamma Mu Chapters,
and
Pi Gamma Mu then held its
election of officers for the 1997-
1998 academic year. James
Sanzi '98 will serve as the
Chapter's President. The Vice
President will be Emily Sediva
'98, and serving as the Chair-
man of Activities will be An-
thony DelPAera.
The officers are eager to
"make Pi Gamma Mu more no-
ticeable on campus because
more exposure will benefit the
students and faculty, and it will
be great for our chapter."
Professor Fulco of the Politi-
cal Science Department and
Professor Chath'eld of the His-
tory Department received the
Richard Brainerd Award. This
award is given to the faculty
member who has been there
most for their students, espe-
cially outside the classroom.
Responsible for the entire se-
lection process was Pi Gamma
Mu member, Melissa Prober '97.
"Professors who have done the
most for their students outside
of the classroom deserve to be-
recognized," stated Prober.
After dinner, two keynote ad-
dresses on the topic of "Educa-
tion and Leadership" were
offered to the new inductees.
City Councilman Michael
McGarry was the first speaker.
After years of experience in
politics as a conservative in
Hartford, McGarry advised the
students to, "Have a set of prin-
ciples and work to implement
them." He also reminded them
the best way for getting into
politics is to "be there, be there,
be there." Vice President
Cornelius O'Leary offered the
second address. His message
was that, in politics, one must
"strike a balance between being
humbly open-minded and hav-
ing the fortitude to achieve one's
goals."
Aaron Jacobs '97, current
Chapter President, received the
Pi Gamma Mu Piaqife' for out-
standing scholarship and ser-




summed up the role of Pi
Gamma Mu on campus stating
, "We are surrounded by politi-
cians and touched by events.
that reach the very highest level
of our government. Trinity can
and should be the hub of such
activity, and it is only appropri-
ate that the Trinity Chapter of
Pi Gamma Mu help direct an
effort to realize the potential
possessed by this College."
NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Salman Rushdie Accepts Honorary Degree
In a ceremony attended by over 600 students, faculty, and administrators, writer
yilman KibhUic accepted tin honorary degree from Amherst College, ThcAmhcnt
Studai! Reported Rushdie, is best known tor his 19K8 book Satanic Verse1,, which detailed
the Muslim faith. <. onsidertng it offensive, both India and Pakistan banned publication
of the book, and the Iranian leader Ayatollali RuhoILih Khomeini imposed a religious
death older upon Rushdie, oileriug anyone who killed him a $2 million dollar bounty
and a place in heaven. Rushdie received the College's Doctor of Humane Letters, an award
which is usually presented at c ommt-nceinent, but had to bt- changed because of the
titmendous security precautions which are needed anytime Rushdie travels.
Hash Wednesday Lures A Crowd
On VVedrieiday a laige crowd, of students lounged aionnd on the University ot Illinois
quad to crik'brate Hash Wednesday, The Daily Ilhtii reported. Hash Wednesday has been
organized every spring since 1974, acroiding to Joshua Sloan -94, an advisor lor the UI
Cannabis lit form Owht ion. The point of the rally is to promote tin: legalization of
cannabis as a viable economic, medical, and environmental alternative. According to the
University Police tin- rally vuis peaceful and no arrests won? made Though irtosL students
suppoi ted the movement, sonn- fell t hat Hash Wednesday had merely become anothei
excuse lo smoke up instead ol »er\ ing as a viable politic al movement. U-wiie
Jewelry Found
A student handed over some jewelry that he had
found on Fairfield Avenue on Thursday, April 10th.
Presumably the trinket was dropped by a Trinity student
while jogging. Campus Safety has not yet found the
owner and urge students to call and identify the jewelry.
Stereo For The Great Outdoors
Campus Safety officers found a stereo in the bushes
across the street from Mather Hall on Summit Street. If
this item can be identified, it will happily be returned by
Campus Safety.
Lemme Borrow Your Bike...
On Sunday the 13th, a student trying to enter
Northam on the quad side was accosted by three juveniles
who tried to wrestle his bicycle from the student. One
suspect entered the building after the victim. Campus
Safety was immediately called to the scene. Three
subjects were consequently arrested on charges of assault
in the third degree, conspiracy, and attempted larceny.
The three, who ranged in age from 16 to 17, will be
appearing in court in the near future.
Stressing Out In Jackson
At 3:05 am on Friday morning, several residents in
Jackson wee seen committing various acts of vandalism
including breaking furniture and overturning trash-
barrels. The main suspect has been referred to the Office
of Residential Life for follow up.
Cars Broken info
On Friday night, a Campus Safety officer made a
routine check of the Broad and Vemon Lot. He found
that at least two vehicles had their windows broken. One,
a Jeep, had an electric garage door opener and various
papers taken from it. Entry was apparently not gained
into the other vehicle.
written and compiled by Jacob
Kasell
Community Outreach
Board Honored By State
The Trinity College Commu-
nity Outreach Steering Board
was one of three student orga-




The award ceremony was
held on Thursday, April 17,1997
at the State Capitol Building in
Hartford. Carly Theall "97,
Corey Gartner '97 and Ericka
Lenz '99, accepted on behalf of
the Board.
The Community Outreach
Steering Board is a small group
of students dedicated to volun-
teering and community out-
reach. Although the Board's
main purpose is to oversee
community outreach as a
whole, they also work to create
coalitions with other campus
groups, facilitate on campus
events, coordinate one time ac-
tivities like Halloween on Ver-
non Street and foster
relationships with community
agencies.
The following students are
members of the Board: Sejal
Chinai '97, Nicole Cocchiaro
'98, Dawn Fancher '97, Marina
Franzoni '98, Erika Escartin
'98, Corey Gartner '97, Ericka
Lenz '99, Carmela Mazzotta
'97, Michele McKeown '97,
Erin McNamara '98, Tim Plant
'98 and Carly Theall'97.
Camp For Kids, a project
run by Laura Bernstein '97,
Jon Selib '97, and Kara Vennell
'97 and Professor Dan Lloyd
were also nominated and re-
ceived certificates of recogni-
tion
For more information of the
Community Outreach Steer-
ing Board please contact ei-
ther Elinor Jacobson,
Community Service Program
Director, or Joe Barber at ex-
tension 2383.
The above is a press release
from the Trinity College Com-
munity Service Office.
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Symposium Discusses Trinity Through The Ages
BY JACOB KASELL
News Editor
The vast majority of students
at Trinity spend only four years
here before moving on to bigger
and better things. But last
Thursday night, St. Anthony's
Hall hosted the Trinity College
Historical Society in Boyer Au-
ditorium to reflect on Trinity's
development as a college and
community in the last forty
years.
Following a protracted recep-
tion, where students and fac-
ulty mingled, the crowd was
treated to a promotional film of
Trinity College from 1955.
The video, which was in
color, followed Dick Noble '58
around campus to show how a
well-rounded man was pre-
pared for "the business and pro-
fessional world; for family life
Eisenhower giving the com-
mencement speech. In addi-
tion, the film featured a
barbershop quartet of Trinity
men who sang about which
courses were hard and which
professors to avoid, lending a
sense of humor to the otherwise
dry 50's film. Other subjects,
while meant to be serious, elic-
ited laughs from the viewers,
such as the dance where women
were allowed on campus.
Following the movie, Dean
Ron Spencer directed questions
towards the panel of six admin-
istrators who had all been on
campus for many years.
Everyone agreed that the big-
gest change by far was the
unanimous decision by the
board of trustees to make the
school coeducational in 1969.
Robin Sheppard, Assistant Ath-
letic Director, recalled the early
days of coeducational sports.
"White rats and college sophomores aren't
all that different. Would you like to be a
Dean of Students?"
dents, recounted how he got his
job. While working in the psy-
chology department, he worked
with rats, earning him the title
of "Rat Man." One day, he was
approached by the administra-
tion who told him, "White rats
and college sophomores aren't
all that different. Would you
like to be a Dean of Students?"
The panelists remembered
the 60's as being the most tu-
multuous time in Trinity's his-
tory. In 1968, several students
locked the Board of Trustees in
a room above Downes arch for
24 hours.
This was the year Martin
Luther King Jr. and Bobby
Kennedy were assassinated.
The main issue the students
were rallying for was increased
aid for minorities. After the
Board of Trustees was released,
the students were put on 'pen-
cil probation' and the windows
in the room were changed to al-
low for an easy escape, should
the situation arise again.
During a questions and an-
swers session, the issue of stu-
dent-faculty relations arose.
Relations were much more for-
mal in the past, but at the same
time, students and faculty had
a closer relationship, due in part
to the smaller student body.
Dori Katz, Professor of Mod-
ern Languages, said, "I miss the
engagements of students want-
ing to continue intellectual dis-
cussions after class." The
consensus among the panelists
was that these days there is a
distance between students and
faculty, and that students do not
seem to make the effort to get to
know their professors.
Another issue that was ad-
dressed, was the role that frater-
nities have played in the past.
Dean Winer pointed out that
most of the fraternities were
killed off by student indiffer-
ence and ineptitude. In the 50's,
65 to 75 percent of students be-
longed to fraternities, and frats
were used by the administra-
tion to further the intellectual
and academic life on campus.
While there were 12 frats in
1968, there were only six in 1971,
but not because of the efforts of
the administration.
Finally, the question of
Trinity's religious past was
posed. During the College's first
60 years, the majority of the
staff was a member of the
clergy, but only because they
were typically the best edu-
cated members of society.
But inherent in the original
charter, there was to be no dis-
crimination against anyone as-
sociated with the college on the
basis of religion. Relations with
the Episcopal Church have al-
ways been close, but informal.
and citizenship."
The video addressed many of
the same issues now being dealt
with. It described Trinity's con-
cept of the liberal arts educa-
tion, and addressed the.
"challenge to liberal education"
of the time.
pasting only about ten min-
utes^'thefilm did allow viewers
the opportunity to see former
Trinity greats, buildings which
no longer exist, and President
Most sports were club sports
and were highly competitive
because so few schools had
women's teams.
Several teams were supple-
mented by St. Joseph's College
and Sheppard remembers the
football team donating their
used jerseys to the women's
teams. Overall, Sheppard re-
members a "generous, sharing
situation."
David Winer, Dean of Stu-
THE TRIPOD IS LOOKING FOR STAFF FOR THE COMING YEAR.








Trinity Races Second fn international Contest
BY JOEL BROWN
News Writer
On Sunday, April 20th in the
main basketball gym at Ferris
Athletic Center, an interna-
tional robotics competition was
held in which a Trinity student
group participated.
The members of the Trinity
contingent included Chris
Savarese '99, Mark Shef tel '99,
Mike Guillorn.'98, and Tony
Arciuolo '99. The group was di-




The goal of this competition
was to build an autonomous
robot (that is free from an out-
side power source) which can
navigate through a maze and
locate a fire source, in this case
a candle and extinguish it.
The purpose of the competi-
tion was in the realm of home
fire prevention. The thinking
behind the robot is a anti-fire
protection program that does
not need any human interac-
tion such as a fire department
or anyone noticing a fire and
calling authorities.
An unoccupied house for an
evening that catches fire due to
a smoldering cigarette or elec-
trical glitch. This house would
surely burn down unless a by-
stander would act quickly if
there at all.
A personal robot would act
on its own whenever or wher-
ever a fire begins. Hence, no
more home or office fires and
the deaths associated with it.
The robot competition is a first
step towards this futuristic idea
in fire prevention.
Trinity's robot placed second
in an international field of
about sixty teams. The robot
navigated through the maze by
sensors which acted as its eyes.
It located the flame of the
candle by. another type of sen-
sors, infrared detectors. The ro-
bot extinguished the flame
with a high powered fan.
Trinity's computer was "intelli-
gent" in the sense that it moved
and located on its own by a pro-
gram code written by the com-
puter programmers.
It is estimated that collec-
tively the team spent about 300
hours this semester on their ro-
bot. Some of the teams that
were present at the contest were
M.I.T., Penn State, and a team
from Canada. A student from
Penn State won the contest.
The contest was setup so that
each robot participated in three
rounds with each round con-
sisting of three attempts at ex-
tinguishing the candle. The
candle is randomly placed in
one of four rooms of the maze.
The score is based on time it
takes to complete the task. The
lowest score where one point
equals one second in the maze
wins the tournament.
There were bonuses which
deducted points from the raw
score. These bonuses included
untethered, which means that
the robot had no cord to an out-
side power or controlling
source, and possession of a start
sensor, which would activate
the robot by means other than
someone manually pushing a
button and the installment of
furniture or obstacles in the
maze to make it harder for the
robot to move towards the
flame. There was also a bonus
for those robots which could
return home to the entrance of
the maze.
The Trinity robot collected
bonuses for all of these factors
save the furniture. Penalties
were incurred when the robot
touched either a wall or candle.
Also, if the robot fails to extin-
guish the flame in a trial, the
trial is forfeited and points are
added.
Each round is an average of
the attempts and at the end the
lowest number of points for the
entire competition is consid-
ered the champion.
Savarese adds, "overall we
made a good showing. Despite
the second place finish, our ro-
bot was very impressive to all."
"This is only our third show-
ing in the contest," said
Arciuolo. "Next year we will be
number one."
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World News Report
World
On Sunday, April 20 Israel's top state prosecutors
announced that they did not have sufficient evidence to
press charges against Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu, in connection to the scandal resulting from
his recent Attorney General appointment. The whole
affair began in January when, Roni Bar-On, a lawyer with
close ties to Netanyahu's Likud party was appointed
Attorney General. Though Bar-On resigned shortly after
his appointment following questions about his
qualifications, an Israeli Television program aired a
report which said the appointment had been part of a
plea bargain agreement for one of Netanyahu's political
allies Aryeh Deri, who is facing corruption charges.
On Saturday, India's coalition government named
Inder K. Gujral, 77 the New Prime Minister. Gujral who is
a two time Foreign Minister is known best for his past
efforts to improve relations with Pakistan. Gurjral
recently emerged as a compromise candidate after two
early front runners for the position fell by the way-side.
Gurjral succeeds former Prime Minister Deve Gowda
who had lost the support of the Congress Party.
On Sunday, North Korean defector Hwang Jang Yop
arrived in South Korea, 67 days after seeking asylum in
the South Korean embassy in Beijing. Hwang, once his
country's top ideologue, was accompanied by his aide
Kim Dok Hong who had defected with him. According
to Hwang he had defected because he wanted to prevent
a war that the desperate Communist Government of
North Korea seems intent on waging. The defection
comes at a crucial time because representatives from
North and South Korea are set to meet in New York to
discuss the possibility of negotiating a formal end to the
Korean War which was stopped by an armistice.
National
In Grand Forks, ND rising f loodwaters of the Red
River have caused most of the 50,000 residents to flee
their homes. The rising waters have already inundated
70 percent of city, and caused extensive damages. The
supply of drinking water has already run out, and sewage
and animal carcases have contaminated the floodwaters,
causing fears of disease. In addition a fire destroyed six
buildings and damaged several others. According to the
National Weather Service, the river should crest on
Monday at 54 feet, and then gradually recede.
Last week, Bob Dole, former Kansas Senator and
Republican Presidential Candidate, announced that he
will loan House Speaker Newt Gingrich $300,000 to pay
Gingrich's ethics violation fine. Dole and his friends
apparently convinced Gingrich's wife Marjianne to put
up family assets as collateral for the loan, whose terms
do not require repayment before 2005. House
Democrats announced that they would ask the Ethics
Committee to review the terms of the loan before they
would agree to it.
Attorney General Janet Reno announced last week
that she would not appoint an independent prosecutor
to investigate how Democrats raised millions of dollars
to re-elect President Bill Clinton. Congressional
Republicans reacted angrily, with Speaker Newt
Gingrich comparing Reno to former Attorney General
John Mitchell who was sent to prison for obstructing the
Watergate investigation.
Local
Connecticut's State Legislature is considering a
major change in its drug laws which would shift the
emphasis of the law from punishment to treatment.
Early proposals include plans to let doctors proscribe
methadone for patients with heroin problems, forcing
more convicted criminals into drug treatment, and
allowing prosecutors to impose modest fines for the
possession of an ounce or less of marijuana. According
to Governor John Rowland the program would help





Trinity Attracts The Media
BY SARA MERIN
Announcements Editor
Over the past year and a half,
Trinity College has been the re-
cipient of tremendous media
attention. This was recently
brought to the attention of the
general public when, on Mon-
day, April 14, The New York
Times published a front page
article on the neighborhood re-
newal project that is currently
underway.
The front page article in The
New York Times is only one of
many media appearances for
Trinity. In the month of March
alone, Trinity was mentioned in
twenty-four newspapers, maga-
zines, and journals for various
college events, the neighbor-
hood renewal project, and the
work of various professors, stu-
dents, and President Dobelle.
Publications in which Trinity
was mentioned include the Bos-
ton Globe, The Wall Street Jour-
nal, The Washington Post, the
Chicago Tribune, and smaller
papers including the Dayton
Daily News, and The Herald-
Sun (Durham, NC). An article
on the Neighborhood Initiative
should also be published in
USA Today in mid- May or Sep-
tember.
In addition to this, Trinity has
received extensive coverage in
the local papers, The Hartford
Courant, The Hartford News,
and the Hartford Advocate.
According to Linda
Campanella, the Vice President
for Marketing and Public Rela-
tions at Trinity, there are many
reasons for the magnitude of
media interest in the school. She
said that she would like to think
that the media attention is a re-
sult of a more effective and ag-
gressive campaign of public
relations, but other reasons
abound as well. Primarily, Trin-
ity provides excellent raw ma-
terial in areas such as the
Neighborhood Initiative, com-
munity learning projects, and
student/faculty collaboration.
An example of the abun-
dance of raw material can be
seen in the weekly "Items of In-
terest" emails, which are in-
tended to bolster pride and
improve communication on
campus.
Each item cited is a potential
news story. In addition to this,
Campanella credits luck as
playing a large role in gaining
the media's interest.
Campanella stated that the
Public Relations Office has been
actively working to promote
extensive news coverage of
Trinity. In the past year and a
half, the office has pursued a
more aggressive policy of media
outreach, and they have been
pitching stories that reflect the
core of the college. Areas that
are stressed include academic
scholarship, city location, inno-
vative teaching, and student ac-
complishment. The media
connection has been carefully
created and maintained.
The Public Relations Office
has kept national media ad-
vised since the January 1996
announcement of the neighbor-
hood renewal plans. The
unique approach to neighbor-
hood renewal has attracted
much attention on its own.
Campanella stated that, "Presi-
dent Dobelle's leadership causes
this [the neighborhood renewal]
to be an issue that people kept
track of." In addition to this, the
Public Relations Office ar-
ranged a meeting between
Dobelle and the Hartford Bu-
reau Chief of The New York
Times, a conscious effort was
then made to keep these con-
nections alive.
The media has also shown
much interest in President
Dobelle and the coalition that
he formed for neighborhood re-
newal that was not initiated by
the Public Relations Office. The
office maintains that they are
not pitching Dobelle stories but
Trinity stories.
As of now, Campanella and
the Public Relations Office's top
priority for media coverage is a
front page story in The New
York Times that relates to an
academic theme at Trinity.
Middle East Experts Speak
continued from page one
UticaLissues at hand "The assas-
sinarion of Yitzhak Rabin
changed everything because he
had become an obstacle to the
Zionist movement. Religion and
politics are now more inte-
grated then before. The secular
side now wants pluralism and
democracy. But there is a grow-
ing concern for religious free-
dom and pluralism. And there
is an entrance of religion sects
in politics. There is also a grow-
ing desire for democratic plural-
ism. The Supreme Court is now
at the front line of fighting for
these secular demands."
Halbertal concluded opti-
mistically, saying, "In Israel
there is an overlap between
those who fight against religion
in general and those that fight
for religious secularism. When
the secular parties, the majority
in Israel, focus on the Jewish de-
bate then there will be peace in
Israel."
Sprinzak spoke next about
the poli tics of the issue: "On May
30, 1996 most of Israel was
shocked at the election results
because the Rabin administra-
tion was considered the most
constructive and helpful to Is-
rael, signing peace with Jordan
and producing an economic
boom. Another factor was the
feeling of guilt over the Rabin
assassination. People thought
Netanyahu could never win."
Sprinzak spoke next about
the victory of Netanyahu in the
recent election: "The most
prominent explanation for his
victory is the counter trauma of
terrorism which was erased af-
ter the bombing in Israel. There
was a lot of talk about the new
Middle East, but it only lasted
while terrorism was down.
There was sluggish organizing
of the campaign Netanyahu
won by a small margin, another
JEREMY ROSENBERGProfessors Ron Keiner, Moshe Halbertal, and
Ehud Sprinzak spoke at Cinestudio last Thursday.
situation needing explanation." rather on the basis of culture.
He then began to interpret
the cultural diversity of Israel to
account for these recent histori-
cal events: "I propose that an ef-
fective understanding is in
cultural terms which can be di-
vided between two political and
psychological terms. One cul-
ture is open and confident, and
the other is secular and lacks
confidence. Ashkenazi Jews
dominate one culture being in
all major cities except Jerusa-
lem, They are confident and
open and believe that pluralism
should be a way of life.
The other is comprised of
hardcore theological Safardic
Jews. They exhibit a sense of in-
security in terms of
socioeconomics. They could
prosper if there was not such a
great hostility towards plural-
ists and Arabs. There is a men-
tal inability to accept Arabs as
equals." .
Sprinzak then spoke of the
Israeli people in terms of these
two defined cultures. "Many Is-
raelis do not vote according to
the issues themselves, but
The Culture of Insecurity is
tired of fighting and does not
care about settlements. They are
more interested in peace."
Sprinzak then brought his
concepts up to the future. "In the
last 20 years there have been
great developments. There has
been a mobilization of the
Safardic Jews. Yitzhak Rabin's
election was monumental be-
cause he crossed the lines and
made alliances in both cul-
tures."
Sprinzak then went back to
the. Netanyahu election to con-
clude: "There are three elements
that describe for the elections
turnout; 1) The enormous hos-
tility towards the labor govern-
ment for 1992-96, 2) the tragic
success of the radical right's re-
sponsibility, for the Palestinian
terrorism, 3) and the changing
of voting system, being that
people now voted directly for
the Prime Minister.
People felt that if they were
not voting for Netanyahu then
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Acoustic Fest Brings Bands To The Cave
^
Student plays at the Acoustic Fest. ALEX CUKOR
Organized and unorganized student bands performed
at The Acoustic Fest last Saturday at the Cave. Acoustic
Fest is one of the only opportunities Trinity has to see
the band talent on campus.
McHale's Navy
Stays The Course
B Y JEFF CROSS
Arts Writer
The trend of taking old television se-
ries and revamping them into movies for
the modern era continues with McHale's
Navy, an old World War II comedy fea-
turing the crazy crew of PT boat 73, led
by Ernest Borgnine's character of Lieu-
tenant Commander Quinton McHale.
cruise liner some time back, and his
hardnosed yet competent executive of-
ficer Lt. Penelope Carpenter (Debra
Messing, Ned and Stacey).
Meanwhile, San Moreno's governor
hands his island over to Major Vladikov,
(Tim Curry, The Three Musketeers) an
old nemesis of McHale's who gets trig-
ger-happy whenever he's referred to as
"the second best terrorist in the world"
and has two unwanted tattoos courtesy
"Remember to try tonight's drink special: Stolen
Vodka Surprise. We stole Vladikov's vodka.
Surprise!"
~ Quinton McHale
This new action-comedy movie version
transplants the ensemble from the South
Pacific to the modern day Caribbean,
and gives it more of a party edge than the
old show did.
Our current McHale (Tom Arnold,
Carpbol) retired from the Navy after a
botched covert-ops raid during the
Panama invasion. He spends his days
puttering around the Caribbean in the
old PT-73 selling homebrew, ice cream,
and swimsuit calendars to the staff of
San Ysidro Naval Base with the help of
his old crew: womanizer Virgil, (Bruce
Campbell, Congo) airheaded body-
builder Christy, (Brian Haley, Mars At-
tacks!) treebound Happy, (French
Stewart, 3rd Rock from the Sun) techni-
caT wizard Willie, (newcomer Henry
of McHale: McHale's name in mirror
writing on his chest and McHale's smil-
ing face on his back. He's been hired out
by three foreign nasties to nuke the Pen-
tagon and restore the old world order of
the Cold War. This entails ripping up the
island's baseball field for the silo and dis-
placing the en tire population. Our head
of Navy Special Ops, an admiral known
only as "Cobra," (Ernest Borgnine) gets
wind of this and has McHale reactivated
to shut him down.
This was a pretty good movie. The
action sequences were rather lively, but
the best scenes involve showing McHale
and the gang as fun-loving opportunists,
such as when doing a recon run of
Vladikov's base, they end up stealing a
cable-ieadvTVset seven! assault weap-
Tom Arnold and David Alan Grier head the cast of
McHale's Navy.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
Cho, a Korean-American man with a
Tennessee accent) and cigar-loving
Gruber, (Danton Stone, Tom) all under
the nose of the even dippier Ensign
ons, and four cases of vodka. This results
in McHale saying what sounds stupid
when taken out of context "Okay, we
can't take everything. Urn, leave the
"Did we wake you up?"
"No sir! We've been up since the crack of noon."
-Binghampton and Willie
Charlie Parker (David Alan Grier, The
Preston Episodes). Despite his bootleg-
ging hustler image, McHale uses his
wares as barter for necessities for the
neighboring island of San Moreno,
swapping fruit juice for vaccines and
swimsuit calendars for satellite intelli-
gence on opposing Little League teams.
The fun ends when the base is handed
over to Captain Wallace Binghampton,
(Dean Stockwell, Mr Wrong) a Napole-
onic character who accidentally sank a
guns." The best one came when they
were in Cuba buying weapons and old
Soviet equipment to help take out
Vladikov: the crew cons Parker to take
the gear while they slip over to a night
club and start partying, with Willie
shooting pool, Christy arm-wrestling for
money, Gruber cleaning out the poker
crowd, Virgilhitting on the women, and
Happy playing backgammon with a dis-
honest monkey. It all makes for a good
laugh.
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Dylan Rocks University of Hartford
Music Legend continues to perform after four decades of impressive work
BY IAN LANG
News Editor
Drawing from his own extensive song
catalogue, Columbia Recording Artist,
Bob Dylan captivated a capacity crowd
last Saturday at the University of Hart-
ford Sports Center. Playing with a back-
ing band that included Bucky Baxter on
pedal steel guitar, and newcomer David
New York City 1963. -»M MARSHALL
Kemper on drums, Dylan displayed the
type of boundless energy which is so of-
ten missing during his shows.
The majority of the set was dominated
by Dylan material from his 60's heyday.
It was during that period that Dylan pro-
duced such timeless albums as The
Freewheelin' Bob Dylan, Highway 61 Re-
visited, Blonde on Blonde, and Bringing
It All Back Home. In fact only two of the
songs Dylan played were written in the
last 15 years, "Seeing The Real You at
Last" (1985), and "Silvio" (1988).
Dylan opened his 15 song, two hour
long set, with a cover version of the
Grateful Dead classic "Not Fade Away"
which he performed in his distinctive
raspy voice. Given the high proportion
of displaced Grateful Dead fans in the
audience, it proved to be an appropriate
start.
After thanking the audience for com-
ing, the only words Dylan addressed to
his fans all night, Dylan launched into "I
Want You" a rarely played gem from the
songs, and looks back on the singers
early days as a struggling musician in
Greenwich Village.
During the second part of the set
Dylan worked songs into the set which
would allow the band to jam continu-
ously. During "Leopard Skin Pill-box
Hat," which closed the show, Dylan
launched into an extended guitar solo,
with Larry Campbell's working hard to
The majority of the set was dominated by Dylan
material from his 60's heydey It is during this
period that Dylan produced such timeless albums
as The Freewheelin' Bob Dylan, Highway 61
Revisited, Blonde on Blonde, and Bringing It All
Back Home,
Blonde on Blonde album.
Following "I Want You" Dylan
launched into a rocking version of "All
Along The Watchtower." This song, a
concert staple, is always played as the
third song in any of his concerts.
Though this song was originally written
in a stripped down folk style, Dylan has
since adopted a more hard driving con-
cert version which mirrors closely Jimi
keep rhythm behind him.
Dylan then left the stage, but he was
called back on three separate occasions
by the cheering of the crowd. Accord-
ing to Hartford Courant Musical Re-
viewer Roger Catlin, Dylan had
originally intended to play "Highway 61
Revisited" and "Like A Rolling Stone" but
instead opted for the more introspective
"I Shall Be Released" and "Don't Think
On the way to breakfast. New York City 1963. JIM MARSHALL
Hendrix's version of the song.
At this point Dylan delved deep into
his song repertoire, playing two lesser
known songs "You Ain't Going Nowhere"
and "Watching the River Flow," which he
capped off with another concert favor-
ite "Silvio."
Laying down his electric guitar for one
of the acoustic variety Dylan launched
into "Rovin Gambler" a song \\\\\>. h
Dylan resurrected from hisearliesti'ays
Twice Its All Right."
During "Don't Think Twice Its All
Right" Dylan smiled at the crowd as he
sang, "I ain't saying you treated me un-
kind, you could have done better but 1
don't mind, you just kind of wasted my
precious time, but don't think twice its
all right babe.," insinuating that maybe
it was the crowd who was wasting his
time. Giving it right back to him, the
crowd sang along pointing right back at
Given the amount of energy the 56 year old Dylan
displayed on stage all of his fans should be looking
forward to his new alburn which is slated for
release sometime later Ms spring according to the
Hartford Advocate.
as a musician. Then came a folk blr«:s
version of "Master's Of War," a song
which gained instant appeal during the
1960's for its forthright condemnation of
a political establishment which allowed
for the continuation of unjust wars
around the world.
Capping off the three song acoustic set
was another concert favorite, "Tangled
Up In Blue." This song which first ap-
peared on TheBloodon the Tracfoalbum,
has become one of Dylan's most beloved
Dylan, ah action which showed an un-
usual amount of crowd interaction for
the normally aloof Dylan.
Dylan ended the show with an ex-
tended version of "Rainy Day Women
No. 12 & 35." As the lights came on a
num be.r of fans attempted to jump up on
stage. Those who ended up making it
were allowed to remain and dance on
stage to the rest of the song as Dylan
looked on seemingly amused.
Given the amount of energy the 56
>
year old Dylan displayed on stage all of
his fans should be looking forward to his
new album which is slated for release
sometime later this spring according to
the Hartford Advocate. It will be the first
album of new material that Dylan has
released in almost seven years.
The set list for the Dylan show on Sat-
urday was: "Not Fade Away," "I Want
You," "All Along the Watchtower," "You
''Comey\ of
p
die and ^our1 deatfi
ill come soon
Ifiillliiiiiillif
Dylan in later PHANTOM ENGINEER
years.
Ain't Going Nowhere," "Watching the
River Flow," "Silvio," "Rovin Ganibler,"
"Masters of War/' "Tangled Up in Blue,"
"Seeing the Real- You at Last," "This
Wheel's On Fire," "Leopard skin Pill-box
Hat," "1 Shall Be Released," "Don't Think
Twice It's All Right," Rainy Day Women,
No. 123 & 35."
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Ficara's Deemed Hearty; Yet Doesn't Meet Expectations
Family Style Ficara's Battles Elegant Carbone's In A Culinary Battlle
BY ERNESTO C. ANCUILLA & LAUREN
MOORE
Managing Editor & Features Writer
How long has it been since you have
had Italian food? Probably too long.
Well, if you are in the mood for a heap-
ing helping of vermicelli, a succulent
order of calamari, or just a steaming cup
of espresso, then maybe you should con-
sider Ficara's Restaurant on Franklin
Avenue.
Not quite as pricey as their neighbor
and chief competitor, Carbone's; Ficara's
offers an alternative that will satisfy
your taste buds after they have been
overloaded with too many chicken rings.
The two of us were escorted into a
moderately-sized dining room that was
a little on the noisy side. This would
prove to be a sign of things to come:
Ficara's is much more of a family-style
restaurant rather than a fine dining es-
tablishment. This is not to say they give
you paper napkins or plastic forks. Just
be aware, especially if you are expecting
a counterpart to Carbone's, that this res-
taurant is not as concerned with how
many folds it takes to get your napkin to
look "just right."
One of the first observations we made
Ernie and Lauren, satisfied, after a fulfilling dining experience at
Franklin Street's Ficara's
T.K. MACKAY
can be fatal to their review. However,
Ficara's passed this portion of the test.
From here, we moved on to the salad.
This proved to be a bit of a disappoint-
ment for the two of us as there was re-
ally nothing special about it. On top of
that, without asking, we were automati-
Ficara's offers an alternative that will satisfy your
taste buds after they have been overloaded with too
many chicken rings.
was the style of service: .Right from the
start, the wait staff let us know that there
was no rush to clear our places. This is
not to say the service was slow; just that
beating McDonald's all-time record tor
Started off wfffi a loaf of bread.
The two of us were in agreement that the
bread sets the tone for the rest of dinner.
For this, Ficara's got four stars. They
served us some quality, Sicilian bread -
not any of that generic Stop and Shop
variety. On top of this, the bread was
served to us warm. This very simple











cally served a variation of Italian dress-
ing. This would have been fine if the
dressing was prepared properly. Lauren's
came out far too oily whereas Ernie's was
much too heavy on the vinegar U you
. s,v,endup g«W& besî re, you giv© the•vtmit^r
specific instructions to be careful with
the dressing. Otherwise, you will end up
with a sour-puss.
After the antipasto, the two of us split
an order of stuffed mushroom caps. Be-
ing big fans of the hors d'oeurves, we
were both very critical. Although they
appeared to garnish the tops of the caps
with paprika, the taste was overpowered








by how unbelievably hot the stuffing
was. You may be thinking, "Oh, that's
good...I like my food hot." Trust us, this
was far too hot for anyone's liking.
After we gave the mushrooms time to
cool down, they met average standards.
The saving grace of the dish was the high
quality of the mushrooms the chef was
using. They also gave us an ample por-
tion for two. The portioning of appetiz-
ers in particular is one common
criticism of Carbone's patrons. All in all,
Lauren gave the dish a seven and Ernie
gave it a six (out of ten).
Then the real test came: the entrees.
Lauren chose to go with a dish called
calamari jra diavolo. This dish com-
bines something that has become quite
popular among restaurant connoisseurs
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(squid) and linguine with red sauce. The
calamari was steamed (not deep fried as
it is typically served) and was served
over the linguine with a traditional to-
mato sauce drizzled over the entire dish.
True to form, the chef provided a heap-
ing portion that could have probably fed
a small army. Lauren was quite satisfied
with the entree as a whole though the
somewhat bland taste of the squid mixed
with the slightly under-spiced sauce
made the dish a little bit too boring.
However, it was indeed hearty and ful-
filled most of its expectations.
Ernie decided to test what he was told
was one of the restaurant's best dishes:
the chicken cacciatore. This is a famous
Italian recipe which mixes boneless
breast of chicken with a spicy tomato
based sauce and is augmented by the
taste of peppers and mushrooms.
It was very hard to find the chicken
buried under the copious amounts of
vegetables. Again, we know what you are
saying, "Oh, good...I love vegetables." But
this was another case where the chef
overdid it. The taste of the peppers and
mushrooms overpowered the other
tastes and caused the dish to become di-
luted. In retrospect, there really was not
anything special about this dish either.
Similar to the calamari dish Lauren had,
though, it was quite filling and satisfy-
ing. However, it failed to blow Ernie "out
of his seat."
Ficara's is a wonderful place to kick
back and have good food at an affordable
price. Do not go in expecting anything
overtly exciting, though. The decor is
sedate, the food is straightforward, and
the service is deliberate. For the typical
college student, though, it is descent al-
ternative to Carbone's, although it is se-
riously lacking in the ambiance.


























*Plenty of micro-beers available!
*ICegs and party balls too!
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You Stared Awe-Struck As They Approached You On The Long Walk...
The Prospective Student: Fresh Meat And Fun
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI
Features Writer
What happened on April 14,
15, and 16? Do you remember?
How could you forget? It was
the annual VIP days and
whether you'll admit to it or not,
you made it a point to notice
those very important people.
And I can say with the experi-
ence of one who visited while 1
was in high school, they made
it a point to notice you, too.
These people have all been ac-
cepted and it was our job, as a
community, to make them re-
alize whether or not Trinity is a
place for them.
I decided to follow the direc-
tions that the school sent to me
to get to Trinity rather than
looking at my map. I believe I
went through Avon. For some
reason, I think Trinity thinks
that maybe if they send us the
tour groups. We try to see who's
thinking of coming here. They
look at us, too. They want to see
who the Trinity students are.
What we dress like, what we
look like, how we talk. We did
our best to convince them that
we were normal. Although it's
hard to resist the casual
pranking that you could do. A
common one is the scenario
where a girl becomes a raving
anorexic and she starts crying
while her friend yells, "You
must eat! You must eat!" at her.
It gets attention pretty quick. Or
a recent one, it hasn't been per-
formed very much, which in-
volves yelling at your friend
"Violence is not the solution!
You can't hit him every time
you're angry!" Your friend will
probably run away so I don't re-
ally know how well this one
works. "When I came here with
my parents, we overheard a con-
versation between two guys not
"/ got lost trying to find the campus from
their directions. But I saw all these bars
and package stores so I just knew that
my four years were going to be great"
-Katie Simpson
roundabout way, we'll never see
the boarded up buildings at ev-
ery street corner. We'll never see
The Aristocrat and wonder
what it is. We'll just see the cam-
pus and assume that the sur-
rounding area is likewise. "I got
lost trying to find the campus
from their directions. But 1 saw
all these bars and package
stores so I just knew that my
four years were going to be great.
1 think Trinity should send ev-
eryone down Broad Street," re-
calls Katie Simpson '99. You
can't really make the neighbor-
hood sound any better than it is
when asked, so why don't you
send the prospectives on a
twenty minute detour to avoid
it.
There were many more tours
given on these days than ever
before. Admit it, we all stare at
far from the tour. All I remem-
ber was the one guy saying
'We've gotta get the kegs and
that girl out of our room.1 This
was the place for me." remem-
bers Craig Marsiglia '98. Re-
gardless, the tours usually
laugh and I think they appreci-
ate the show that was put on for
them. •
I always wonder which room
they choose to show on the tour.
Is it their own? Alexis Martin
'99 once asked me and my
roommates if she could show
our room and thus convince her
tour that every room was four
singles connected to a common
room. My room is pretty clean
of any "bad" things, but what if
they would just knock on any
random door on a Sunday
morning and show that room?
Would a student be more likely
WORD POWER
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Would perspective students rather see empty beer balls or the concrete
courtyard?
ALEX CUKOR
to like a school where beer cans
were part of the decor, or would
they like a school that was void
of these things? I say, show the
tour one of the bottom floor
rooms in Cook on a Sunday
morning. Rumor has it that
they'll get a real feel for what
Trinity is like.
April 16 was one of the most
Spring-like days ever. Fortu-
nately for the school, it was a
VIP day. The people who toured
then never got to see the sloppy
winter days. They got to see a
home lacrosse game, people on
the Quad. When I visited, I saw
everyone hanging out on the
Quad, a keg at a baseball game,
the rndst beautiful Spring day
ever-1 knew that 1 wanted to
come here. 1 never knew what
the winters were like. I never
knew that Spring was two
weeks long in Hartford. It
doesn't make a difference now,
but it might have then. There
were new signs at Crossroad's
about the food, new displays at
the Bookstore. Every time 1
went in, someone was buying a
hat or a car sticker with TRIN-
ITY COLLEGE in bold letters.
That was you and me once, too.
As Emily Collins '99 remem-
bers, "I bought a T-shirt, a
sweatshirt, some stationary, a
mug, a hat, and my mom got an
outfit for my two year-old
cousin. Sure, I was a little em-
barrassed when my mother
asked where the dressing room
was, but I'm so short that no one
noticed me anyway."
Let's be serious, you check
them out. I checked out the
guys with my girl friends. It
was almost like Sunday brunch
with the football recruits. What
does the incoming meat look
like. 1 don't think I'm so strange
for doing this because I know
how many other people do this,
too. When a tour walks by, you
don't look at them to see what
their personalities are like. You
to dress nice, but not so nice that
we'll know that they wanted to
dress nice. They feel a little silly
walkingaround with mom and
dad, but they'd feel a lot sillier
walking around alone.
Sometimes we like to poke a
little fun at those VIPs, but it's
all in good fun. We were once
prospective students, and fun
was poked at us, but we're still
here. 1 think it would be a little
dull if the VIPs just saw us come
and go from class to class. Isn't
laughing a tension breaker?
Not every VIP will be Trinity
students, but for the ones who
do- why not give them some-
thing to. remember come fall.
I say, show the tour one of the bottom
floor rooms in Cook on a Sunday morning.
Rumor has it that they'll get a real feel
for what Trinity is like.
just want to catch a look of that
godlike guy who'll be up for
grabs next fall. "I sit on the
Quad, rain or shine, and watch
all the prospective hoochie ma-
mas." says Bobby Queeney '99.
You can only imagine the
preparation that these VIPs did
before coming here. They want
"You really should take a pro-
spective student hostage. You
know, in a crowd, just throw a
sock over his head and attack
him with a loaded Nerf gun."
suggests Sean Furey '99. Maybe
that's a little extreme, but think
of the memories a VIP would
have if that happened to him.
Weekend
10. GUNS N' ROSES REUNION TOUR IS HE A
THAT WEEKEND.
9. OASIS AND NUCLEAR ASSAULT DESPER,
8. HENRY ROLLINS AND ICE CUBE HAVE CC
DENTS.
7. GUSTER(TRYWESLEYAN)
6. METALLICA AND YANNI BATTLE OF THE s:
5. THE DOBELLES MARKETING THEIR DEBU":
HARMONY."
4. NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK; DANCE PARTY
3. ANGRY SALAD AND DEPECHE MODE TE/
2. VERUCA SALT AND SNOOP DOGG.
1. SPRING WEEKEND HAS BEEN CANCELLED.
WS
G THROUGH HARTFORD
Y IN NEED OF EXPOSURE
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Papa Paradisiac
In the last weeks of




Af"K 20 - MAY 2C
It's high time to turn that frown upside
down. I know, I know its a silly saying,
but often a lot of. truth can be gained
from silliness. Nevertheless you will
gain nothing by keeping that chip on
your shoulder. Instead of wondering
why Dave Matthews will not be grac-
ing the LSC Quad, sit, back, relax, and
enjoy Barenaked Ladies.
t GELMINIMAY 2.1 -JLIN20
"Never interrupt someone when they
are flattering you," remember that! You
have a tendency to constantly give,
give, give, and never take what is your
due. Listen carefully, those around you
take notice of and appreciate your ac-
tions. Stop being so modest, and in-
stead allow others to speak on your
behalf for once. You might just catch
yourself blushing when you hear what
they have to say.
C^j0 CANCER ('Mfi
tf'( ^JUN2 l -JUL22 ^(( ^
Eatin' pizza and wow-wings isn't
gonna get younioh.ipe lui thesummei
c'amd-exercise some more!
You want people to notice you? Put on
some cool duds and strut your stuff.
The weather is permitting, so don't be
shy! You're a great looking person and
have the stulf to pull of a great impres-
sion on someone that you might be
lusting after. Only three weeks left..
.and if you're gonna be here for Senior
Week, you might have a blast.
Lno
JUL25-AUG22
So you had a bad week last week. Get
over it! Everyone goes through it, so
stop wallowing in self-pity and let
loose for a change. The first chance you
get this week, let it all hang out. You've
gotten so tight, you squeak and that's
not a pretty sound...Trust me. A little
wine Thursday night will help that




You still haven't begun to heed my ad-
vice from last week and continue to
barrel through spring without taking
a breather. What more can I do but re-
mind you of an old Trinity saying, "You
can always retake a test, but you can
never retake a party." I don't know who
said this, but if you don't follow their
wise advice soon, you are liable to burn
out.
5E.fT 23 -OCT 22 JL.
Sometimes people get drunk and smell
like skunks, but don't worry, a can of
black paint might fall on your head if
I your not careful. Listen for your tele-
phone to ring, because I got a person
to tickle your nose and kick you out of
bed, you loser. There ain't no use in
working all the time, because you need
to get a hum-dinger in the sack.
5CORHO
OCT25-NOV2I
As the Year quickly come to a finish,
Papa would like you to keep in mind
the wise words of the great skiier, War-
ren Miller,: "Growing old is mandatory,
growing up is optional." This is not a
license to run naked across the quad,
but it is time for you to blow off a little
steam. Come on, you don't have one
foot in the grave, or anything!
SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C2.I
As Ursula K. Le Guin once wrote, "It is
good to have an end to journey toward;
but it is the journey that matters, in the
end." I can't think of a more appropri-
ate quote for you. Your tendency to
rush to the finish line is causing you to
miss out on the pleasures along the
way. Being focused is, of course, a good
thing, but at least once in a while you
have to let your eyes wander. Slow
down relax, and enjoy the ride!
CAPRICORN
DUG 22-JAN I?
It's hard on the transmission when
youi Lo.AbiLnguU55in.ph andyoublam
it into reverse. You were doing so w&l
this week, then you blew it over the
weekend. You should have done what
you intended to do, instead of getting
sucked into the same old routine, if
you are still reading this horoscope,
then you are a dedicated client of mine,
and I appreciate it.
AQUARIUS
JAN 20 - rE.5 18
Alright, you chump, it's time you got
on the ball and out of bed. Wake up
and smell the stale pizza because
you've missed enough of the week to
land you in summer school, or worse.
Whether you know it or not, you're a
loser, and you need to start being nicer
to people around you. Pick up a piece
of trash on the ground, say hi to Olga,
and get a haircut.
FI5CE.S
FE.B I?-MAR20
Whoa!'Where are you going in such a
hurry? Slow down, in fact, while you're
at it, STOP. At this pace, you are going
to run yourself into the ground. Stop
worrying about striking out and let
fate take its course. If you are meant to
achieve great things, then great things
will come to you, Stop worrying, your
future is in good hands.
ARIES
MAR 21 -ATK \9
Forget about the past, for your future
here at this institution looks bright.
Spring Weekend will bring with it a
sensual experience that you shall not
forget, if and only if you put forth the
effort. I can predict your future, but I
can't turn you into something you're





The hardest part about knowing that
I will graduate and leave college forever
in one month is just knowing it. It is
inevitable. And every milestone in life
is just that: a point of growing up and
growing older.
I've always wanted to be older than
I was. 1 was never happy just waiting to
get older, as I'm sure is true with most
kids, but now I'm not so impatient.
Graduating from college means, I would
argue, the end of adolescence. The last
point in our lives when we know what
will happen to us from day to day. For
most seniors, the next step is unsure, or
at least very tentative.
Whatisnext? Ajob? Graduate school?
I can't! I'm constantly feeling, Is this all
there is? Even when I was little I was
like that, which is probably why I was
always daydreaming. Now I can't day-
dream any more because I'm old enough
to know that all of that is just kidding
myself, it's just a smoke screen I throw
up to distract myself. Now that I don't
even have that anymore, all I can see is
fifty or sixty years of drudgery, after
which I'll probably drop dead in a retire-
ment home. That's what its' all about,
isn't it?"
Well, isn't it?! I don't know. No one
knows. I guess we just have to get out
there and find out, just like all the col-
lege graduates that precede us. So what
does graduation mean to me?
While 1 was home over spring break 1
found out that a young woman whom I
had been in high school with was killed
What am I scared of? Getting old. I know, I know,
every post-collegiate (old person) reading this is
chuckling at my fear of aging...Cal! it a realization.
Marriage? Kids? We don't know what
will happen. In our weakest moments
of self-doubt, our wise and consoling el-
ders tell us that we'll have it all, every-
thing we want, but they don't know
either. Intellectually, I know that it is
this aspect of mystery which makes life
exciting, but as this last month before
graduation flies by, my intellect is being
drowned out by an increasing sense of
terror.
What am I scared of? Getting old. I
know, I know, every post-collegiate (old
person) reading this is chuckling at my
fear of aging, thinking that I'm so young
and I couldn't possibly understand that
yet; that I shouldn't understand that yet.
L know 1 in nut old )ct, but like giaduA-
rion day, it's inevitable and scary.
I think it's this fear which compels so
many recent grads to just pack it up and
head out west. How many people have
you heard of that have graduated from
college just to go to Colorado and flip
pizzas or work in a ski lodge in Utah? I'm
sure more than a few. It's an epidemic.
Call it a realization.
In the book, Lost in Place: Growing Up
Absurd in Suburbia, author' Mark
Salzman sums up my point of view in
an impassioned speech he gives his fa-
ther while he is in college. "It's finally
dawned on me that all the people I like
or respect have admitted to not knowing
any of the answers to,the great questions
of life and death. Still, they all seem to
live with that; they more forward. But
in a car accident. She was in Colorado, a
long way from our home of Ridgefield,
Connecticut. Although she and I were
not close, it didn't matter. I don't think it
ever matters when someone young,
someone our own age, dies. We've all
experienced this in our time at Trinity
and it is a sober realization of how short
our time on earth can be.
When I heard the news about my
high school classmate, I was obviously
shocked and deeply saddened, but more
than anything, 1 hoped that this young
woman had had a good life. That she had
done at least some of the things that she
had wanted to do. That she didn't put
them off for another day, for later on, or
tor a time that was more appropriate.
I hoped that she was happy.
I guess that news made me realize that
graduation isn't an end, but a beginning.
As I was complaining about all the
things I hadn't done in college, a friend
said, "Don't worry, there's time." He's
right. There is time, but it has to be used
wisely, Itjusthastobeused.
In light of this realization, I will not
miss Trinity. My time here will always
be a significant part of my life, but there's
much more out there to experience that
will be significant as well. This is what I
will remember on graduation day, when
sentimentality abounds and friends are
departing for unsure destinations and
unknown periods of time. That it is a
beginning to what I hope is, for all se-
niors, a truly fulfilling life.
Summer College
Credit Programs






English Language Institute (ESL)
246 Church Street, Suite 101
New Haven, CT, 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430 • http://www.yale.edii/summer
For catalog reojJests outside U.S. send $5.00 postage
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The Darker Side Of Tanning...
To Fake Or Not To Bake, That Is The Question
Do you often find yourself here on a Friday afternoon before IANAHEIMHILLS.COM]
going out on the town?
BY BRANDON BARNES
Features Writer
The beauty of the tanned body rarely
goes unnoticed, as many of us saw when
we came back from Kokomo over Spring
Break. There are many who enjoy loung-
ing out on the quad in an attempt to
catch those infrequent bursts of sun-
regardless of race, creed, or religion. This
is in part thanks to wonderful places as
TanLiftesin West Hartford where a large
proportion of our golden students go to
lie under the beautiful rays of an ultra-
violet light bulb while our good friend,
"Mr. Skin Cancer" has his day in
Disneyland. Bianca Wright ('99) said,
"Occasional tanning isn't that bad. If you
are going to be vacationing in a sunny
Is there nothing more pleasing to the eye than watching
a pale figure turn into a bronzed object of beauty
overnight in the middle of January or March?
shine now that spring is here. However,
there are those who came into spring
with what has become known as the
"Fake Bake." Is there nothing more pleas-
ing to the eye than watching a pale fig-
ure turn into a bronzed object of beauty
overnight in the middle of January or
March? 1 don't think so, but obviously
many people do. Tanning salons have
become such a sensation amongst the
Trinity population that it may be com-
parable to the popularity of bottled wa-
ter, in both instances people are paying
for something that can usually be ob-
tained for free. Nowadays it seems as
though every girl has a little bit of color
area., pre-tanning at a salon can protect
. you against the. really harmful ray&of the,
sun."
A short interview with a worker at
Tan Lines gave me a good idea of what
goes on behind the scenes of a tanning
salon which was rated "The #1 tanning
salon in the area two years in a row by
the Hartford Courant." The gentleman
1 interviewed, who will remain anony-
mous, explained to me that a large per-
centage of his clientele are college
students. He estimated that approxi-
mately 20 students, mostly female, come
to the salon each day. A single session
costs $7, however those who are eco-
Important Reminders For
Spring Weekend
COMPLEMENTS OF BRANDON BARNES AND T.K. MACKAY
- Buy your beer BEFORE Sunday! The Pack-
age stores won't be open just because you want
to be drunk.
- Brush up on your Violent Femmes greatest
hits: "Blister In The Sun" is not their only song.
- Do NOT taunt the police-horses: Hartford
cops are letting you drink; be nice to them, you
rich, little preppy.
- Make sure that your beer is NOT in bottle
form: Anything else is acceptable, but no
glass. Mom and dad will take it away.
- Get your sofa out on the Life Sciences Quad
as early as possible. Once the big boys bring
theirs out, there ain't no pushin' them out of
the way.
- Go to the tanning salon on Saturday; it's no
fun getting burned in the hot April sun dur-
ing a concert.
nomically conscious will often opt for
the one month unlimited plan where
one can tan up to once a day for a flat fee
of $39.99. If we stop and think about this
deal, that is up to 30 hours of a Trinity
student spending their time underneath
a light bulb doing nothing constructive,
and paying for it. Last weekend, I just
told that it sometimes rubs into the skin
very unevenly often resulting in finger
marks. 1 was also told that the tanning
cream can leave the hands a little bit or-
ange after use kind of like the red "bar-
becue chicken" effect that we have all
suffered from after the family picnic.
When asked about the aesthetic results
Tanning salons have become such a sensation amongst
the Trinity population that it may be comparable to
the popularity of bottled water; in both instances people
are paying for something that can usually be obtained
for free.
lounged around an entire Sunday, ate,
and then went to work, and considered
that period of 24 hours a waste. I guess
we all have our ways of dwindling our
time away.
After, all is said and done, we have
to wonder if the results from time spent
"under the bulb" pays off. What do
people think of these women who have
defied the laws of nature and come in
crisp and dark when it has been raining
from such creams Ty Bookman ('99)
commented that, "The orange glow just
doesn't do it for me."
It seems as though the students
body's attempt to beat the laws of nature
are seen in quite a negative light. Many
of the "fake bakers" have probably real-
ized this as seen by the increasing num-
bers of students who we can see lying on
the quad in an attempt to darken their
skin. Rumor has it that many of the men
Although it is only a brisk 60 degrees, some Trinity students try to
capitalize on the spring time alternative to tanning salons.
ALEX
all week? Does the attractive essence of
a tanned figure encourage the pale
people to give the "Fake Bake" a shot?
Cornell Burnette ('99) commented, "I'm
not too cool with the idea of sitting in a
microwave. If it's not natural, I don't
want it, so I'll stick to natural sunshine."
Aaron Kuney C99) said, "I think tans can
be very attractive, but when someone
walks in with a tan in the dead of win-
ter it can be ridiculous."
It is pretty obvious that most people
don't have too much respect for anything
less than the natural beauty of a tan the
natural way. There are even products
which people can now use to obtain the
tanned effect without hitting the UV
rays. These self-tanning creams rub into
the skin to produce an orange-like tint
on the skin. When talking with a few
students who know of the product I was
on campus are beginning to follow the
"fake bake" trend, as reported by my con-
tact at Tan Lines, This comes as quite a
surprise to me because 1 never thought
of men as the "lay out and tan type."
When my friends and I hit the beach, we
usually go in the water or play volleyball,
and we end up getting tan as a nice fringe
benefit. However, until the sun comes
out in its full strength, it seems as though
both men and women alike will do
whatever it takes to darken their com-
plexion, regardless of its long term ef-
fects or ugly discoloration. As for me, I
think that I might try "fake baking" and
using the wonder cream in order to get
the maximum darkness. I am just going
to have to remember to apply the tan-
ning cream without my shirt on to avoid
those awful "tanning cream lines."
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Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860)278-4334 (860)278-4527
Pizzas Sides & Salads
Small (12") $ 5.00























Red Veggie Design $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
etc.
ite Veggie Design $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp Pie $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
Max's Preferred $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
Hot for the Heart $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
Deep Spinach Pie Pizza $10.00 / 13.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella,
Maricoppi Bread $ 3.50
A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Chef Salad $ 6.00
Greek Salad $ 6.00





































































Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334
Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334
Large Pizza Small Pizza
Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter sodaj g Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
278-4334
p









































Call in Your Order « Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Lucididous Library Liaisons
Books turn Around Trinity
on as much as anyone, but every-
one who's ever sought out Lady
Chatterly's Lover in the
Watkinson (call number
PR6023.A93 L2 1928) should
know that there is a special place
in the basement for lovey-dovey
and assorted kissy-kissy. This slow
groove goes out to those star-
crossed love birds who chose the
2nd floor balcony Sunday after-
noon to show the world their
black undies with silver stripes.
There is a time and place for that
kind of behavior, you naughty
ragamuffins. See you in the Wash-
ington Room Saturday night.
That's Some Good Thinkin', Lou
Overheard outside a room in
Jackson last weekend:
"You guys are going to have to
turn that music down."
"Oh man, it's Campus Safety!"
"We've had two noise com-
plaints called on your account...Is
that a bong?"
"Um~"
"We're going to have to conf is-
cate it."
"Ever used one of these ba-
bies?"
[looks over shoulder] "No."
"Here, you put your mouth
over this part, like this, and pull
gently away on this thingy with
this hand."
"How much water— No, wait,
never mind."
"Have a good night, off icer!"
Colt 45 Vernon Street
At Boardwalk's "40 and a
Blunt" party behind the new New
Dorm Friday night, the revelers
took it upon themselves to be one
step ahead of the administration
and took the liberty to christen
the new building with 40 ounce
bottles of malt liquor. With the
money the school saved on cham-
pagne, TCAC was able to pay the
Violent Femmes another $2,000.
Sing Us A Song, You're The
Unfunny Man
AT was, for the most part,
pleased with the bands and the at-
mosphere at Acoustic Fest Satur-
day night. The only teeth-
grinding moment of the mellow
evening came when a young
Mark Russell wanna-be bellowed
out some painfully unfunny
Trinity-referenced lyrics to popu-
lar songs, such as "Piano Man." AT
reminds the Trinity community
and the World at-large, that
"Around Trinity" is THE source
for comedy. Anyone interested in
attempting to be funny should
follow this simple guideline:
Don't Suck.
ANNOUNCEMENTS THE TRINITY TRIPOD - APRIL 22,1997
LECTURES
Thursday, April 22 4:00 PM
The Comparative Development Program presents a
lecture by Ms. Pedrina Burrero from Guatemala Partners
in Washington, DC. The title of her lecture is "THE
CIVIL WAR IN GUATEMALA: A WITNESS AC-
COUNT" It will be presented in the Rittenberg Lounge,
and the entire Trinity community is welcome.
Wednesday, April 23 7:30 PM
The Latin American and Spanish Film series presents
Letters from Alou, a film by Montxo Armendariz. Let-
tersfrom Alou tells the story of Alou, an African immi-
grant who works his way to Barcelona where he is due
to meet up with a friend. The exploitation and discrimi-
nation he faces in his pilgrimage through the Spanish
peninsula are explored in a film shot with documen-
tary realism. Alejandro Mejias-Lopez, Professor of Mod-
ern Languages and Literature at Trinity, will speak
following the screening of this film. This event will be
























Fr, Raymond Smialowski •
PERFORMS
Wednesday, April 23 4:00 PM
Come view Trinity's Contact Improvisation Class in
an exciting open jam. This event will be held in Seabury
Hall, Room 19. Admission is free, and the class will end
at 6:00 PM.
Thurs - Fri, April 24 - 25 4:00 PM
The witch, the saint, the prostitute-how do these
images work in our contemporary cultural psyche? In
our own vision of ourselves? Join students from chore-
ographer/director Judy Dworin's seminar "Witches,
Saints, and Prostitutes" as they present a provocative
and challenging collaborative performance piece en-
titled, "Bedtime Stories," which explores these questions
and more. This event will be held in Garmany Hall of
Austin Arts Center, and admission is $8 general and $5
with discounts.
Thurs - Fri, April 24 - 25 8:00 PM
ARISE! Trinity's Spring Dance Repertory Concert
will be held in the Goodwin Theater of Austin Arts
Center. An exciting mix of performance featuring Vel-
vet Lemons' Hartford debut of Wings Over the Flame, a
multimedia performance work directed by choreogra-
pher and visual artist Karen Bacon, Assistant Professor
of Theater and Dance, with live soundscape composed
by percussion artist Edward Fast. WingsOverthe Flame
is a timeless journey, a glimpse of hope, an exploration
into the loss of innocence. This concert will also debut
a piece by guest choreographer KC Chun, and include
selected works by student choreographers. Admission
to this event is $8 general and $5 with discounts. *Tick-
ets are only $12general and $8 with discounts to attend
both the Repertory Concert and Bedtime Stories.
Friday, April 25 1:15 PM
Trinity students in Professor Arthur Feinsod's
Shakespeare class will perform selected adaptations of
famous Shakespearean scenes in An Afternoon of
Shakespeare. This event will be held in Seabury Hall,
Room 19. Admission is free, and the performances will
end at 4:00 PM.
Visit the Tripod's Website at
www.trincoll.edu/info/pub_student/
tripod
Shine (PG-13) Wed - Sat, April 23 - 26 7:30 PM
(Australia, 1996) Director: Scott Hicks. Screenplay byjan Sardi. Cast: Geoffrey Rush, Noah Taylor, Alex Rafalowicz,
Armin Mueller-Stahl, Lynn Redgrave. In a life story with twists and turns that would seem too wild for fiction, David
Helfgott's journey from child prodigy to mental patient to concert pianist has inspired a remarkable independent
film by director Scott Hicks. An underdog in the big stakes of the movie industry, Shine has connected with audi-
ences world-wide with its portrayal of a man whose ability to convey his passion for music to an audience leaves
more technically able pianists envious. Along with the memorable star performance by Geoffrey Rush, Armin
Mueller-Stahl adds complexity to this story of human resilience playing the pianist's overprotective father, a Holo-
caust survivor whose expectations overwhelm his son's fragile personality. 105 min.
Ernesto Che Guevara (not rated) Fri - Sat, April 25 - 26 9:45 PM
(1994) Written and directed by Richard Dirido. Narrated by Robert Kramer and Judith Burnette. On October 9,
1967, exhausted from his years on the run and suffering from acute asthma, Ernesto Che Guevara was killed by the
Bolivian army, with more that a little help from the CIA. Although Guevara, clad in his beret and flak jacket, quickly
became an icon of the Left and politicized students in the 60s, the real man and his struggle have been overshadowed
by the doings in Cuba of his early comrade, Fidel Castro. Using Guevara's captivating diaries as a starting point,
filmmaker Dindo takes us to Bolivia and retraces the final months of the revolutionary's life. While stripping away
the myth from the man, Dindo discovers that the realities of Guevara's fight against the corrupt, US-backed dictators
is every bit as fascinating as the legend. A Hartford Premiere. 94 min.
Hamlet (PG-13) Sunday, April 27 2:00 PM
Sun-Tues, April 27-29 7:00 PM
(1997) Director: Kenneth Branagh. Adapted for the screen by Branagh, based on the play by William Shakespeare.
Cast: Kenneth Branagh, DerekJacobi, Kate Winslet, Julie Christie, Gerard Depardieu, Robin Williams. As the first
uncut film version ever made of William Shakespeare's classic tragedy, and one of the few films actually photo-
graphed in wide screen 70mm in recent memory, Kenneth Branagh's Hamlet makes history as a film event even
before the curtain rises. Luckily, what follows is more than worth the build-up. Updated to the 19th-century, the
film gracefully allows psychic space to all the brilliant characters circling Hamlet and his dilemma of indecision.
Kenneth Branagh's Hamlet is fatally ambiguous, as he drives Ophelia (Kate Winslet) to madness and cannot face
carrying out the revenge demanded by the ghost of his murdered father. Don't miss the only chance in Connecticut
to see Hamlet in 70mm here at Cinestudio - you'll be talking about the experience for weeks to come! 242 min.
Shown with one intermission. A Hartford 70mm Premiere.
-Compiled by Christine McCarthy-McMorris
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ART
Through Saturday, May 31
. Visitors to the Watkinson Library can explore the sig-
nificant influence of Greek and Latin Classics in 18th
century Britain in an exciting new exhibit: Bentley's
World: The Creek and Latin Classics and Their Influ-
ence on 18th Century Britain. The exhibition, while
touching on the architectural influence of the Classics,
stresses the way printing and literature were imbued
with ideas and an artistic sensibility deeply indebted
to Greece-and Rome. The exhibition was prepared by
Dr. Jeff rey H. Kaimowitz, Curator of the "Watkinson Li-
brary. For more information, you may call 297-2266 or
297-2268
Through Sunday, June 8
An exhibition of contemporary art, primarily by art-
ist working in California, is currently at the Yale Uni-
versity Art Gallery, 1111 Chapel Street, New Haven, CT.
This exhibition, entitled Hawaiian Eye: Collecting Con-
temporary Art with Thurston Twigg- Smith, includes
paintings, prints, and sculpture, both by modern mas-
ters and younger, emerging artists, most of them ac-
quired over the past two decades by a Yale- Alumnus
who is a lifelong resident of Hawaii. For more informa-
tion, call (203) 432-0600. The museum and the sculp-
ture garden of the Yale University Art Gallery are open
to the public, free of charge. The Gallery is open Tues-
day through Sunday, 10 AM to 5 PM.
ATTENTION ALL A CAPELLA FANS:
COME OUT AND SEE - ' .
FINAL CONCERT O F THE YEAJR!
Friday, April 25
The Passover Freedom Seder
You are cordially invited to attend the Freedom Seder
on Thursday, April 24,1997 at 5:00 PM in Hamlin Hall.
This years seder will focus on the theme of women in
religion and society. Please RSVP as soon as possible to
Leslie Lax x3029, Terry Rifkin x3312, or Nancy Beller-
Krieger, Hillel Advisor, x2280.
Athletic Lockers
Students are reminded they are to empty their lock-
ers in the Ferris Athletic Center by Monday,May 5,1997,
and return athletic equipment, lock and towels to the
equipment room. Have a good summer.
Legislative Internship Support Fund
Financial Support is available for legislative intern-
ships this summer. The William Cotter Congressional
Internship Fund, endowed in memory of U.S. Congress-
man William R. Cotter, Trinity '49, provides a stipend
for students doing internships in the offices of any
United States Senator or Representative. Preference is
given to internships with Connecticut Senators and
Representatives and to legislative, interns in Washing-
ton, D.C If you are planning such an internship this
summer, you may receive some financial support from
this fund. Please submit a statement of need and a let-
ter of acceptance from your internship placement to the
Internship Office by May 15 to apply for a stipend.
Apartment Available in Early May
Five room, partly furnished apartment in three-fam-
ily, owner-occupied home, located next to the Trinity
campus. Off-street parking. Utilities and security de-
posit. Preference given to long-term Trinity employees.
Call x2430 or 525-4147 for additional information.
-Clyde McKee, Political Science.
Write for the
Trinity's oldest student-run newspaper is always
looking for writers, copy-editors, photographers,
and more. There are still opportunities this
semester to get involved.




9:00 PM Band of Humans will be performing
at the Bistro.
9:30 PM Open Mike Night will be held in the
Underground.
10:00 PM The film Dear God will be shown
in the Cave.
11:00 PM TVorNot TV will take place in the
Underground.
Thursday, April 24
5:00 PM The Passover Freedom Seder, spon-
sored by Hillel, will take place in
Hamlin Hall.
9:30 PM Adelle, a funky blues band, will be
performing at the Bistro.
Friday, April 25 - Spring Weekend
4:00 PM Campus bands, Fun Flicks Videos,
and Novelty Acts will be on the
Cave Patio. This is sponsored by
TCAC.
Saturday, April 26 - Spring Weekend
12:00 PM The Fun Fair will be held on the
Main Quad until 4:00 PM.
8:00 PM LetJidWeaponTimes Two will take
place in McCook Auditorium.
Sunday, April 27 - Spring Weekend
2:00 PM The Spring Weekend Concert will
take place on the Life Sciences
Quad. This event is sponsored by
TCAC.
Monday, April 28
9:15 PM There will be an SGA Meeting in
Hamlin Hall.
Now PLAYING,
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, April 24
Prices: $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)568-8810
The Saint (PG-13)
That Old Feeling (PG)
Selena (PG)
Return of the JediOPG)
Murder at 1600 (R)
McHale'sNavy(PG)
Liar Liar (PG)




8 Heads in a Duf f lebag (R)
6th Man
11:20 AM; 1:50 PM; 4:20 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:25 PM
5:00 PM; 7:40 PM
9:55 PM
12:30 PM; 3:45 PM; 7:05 PM; 9:50 PM
12:00 PM; 12:30 PM; 2:30 PM; 3:45 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:45: 10:15 PM
11:50 AM; 2:25 PM; 4:50 PM; 7:25 PM; 10:10 PM
12:00 PM; 12:45 PM; 2:10 PM; 3:00 PM; 4:30 PM; 5:15 PM; 7:00 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:15 PM;
9:45 PM
11:35 AM; 2:20 PM; 4:40 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:05 PM .
11:25 AM; 1:55 PM; 4:25 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:35 PM
11:30 AM; 2:05 PM; 4:35 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:40 PM
11:15 AM; 11:45 AM; 1:30 PM; 2:00 PM; 4:15 PM; 4:45 PM: 7:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:20 PM;
10:00PM •
11:55 AM; 2:30 PM; 4:55 PM; 7:35 PM; 10:15 PM •
11:40 AM; 2:15 PM . .
Newington Cinemas - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Times are valid through Thursday, April 24
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)666-1401
Cats Don't Dance (G)
Double Team (R)
Jerry Maguire(R)
Power Rangers 2 (PG)
Inventing the Abbots (R)
Scream (R)
2:00 PM; 3:40 PM; 4:30 PM; 6:10 PM
7:25 PM; 9:10 PM; 9:45 PM; 11:30 PM
1:30 PM; 3:55 PM; 4:10 PM; 6:35 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:25 PM; 9:35 PM; 12:00 AM
1:45 PM; 3:35 PM; 4:15 PM; 6:05 PM
7:15 PM; 9:15 PM
9:25 PM; 11:15 PM.
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, April 24
Prices: $3.50 general admission; $2,50 matinees
For scheduling information, call(860) 232-2820
Jerry Maguire (R)
Jungle 2 Jungle (PG)
Donnie Brasco (R)




Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000
TEACHENGLISH
at a private academy in Seoul, Korea.
Salary Starting at $l,500/mo.
Free housing/airfare.
B.A. Degree Required.
Fax resume/call 203-624-9191 .
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's.
Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 EXT. A-10622
for current listings.
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from pennies on$l.
Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. H-10622
for current listings.
FORSALE: ;
. 1969 Pontiac Firebird
Rebuilt Ram-Air Engine, Automatic Transmission
New Interior, New Tires
. OriginalPahu
$7,000
Call x3069 For Details




The Trinity baseball team
ended a disappointing week
Sunday afternoon after drop-
ping both games of their double
header against Tufts. Tuesday
brought a 19-3 home win
against Western Connecticut
and Thursday came a 10-1 win
at Springfield.
Poor weather, once again,
forced the postponement of
Saturday's double header to
Sunday. It was the first time the
two teams had met since
2 and sophomore Kirk
Chisholm hit a 3 run blast in the
sixth inning. "We were subpar
in all phases of the game. We
need to get this game out of our
system and just get back to
practice," said Decker.
"We did not play up to our
potential. Not to take anything
away from Tufts, but we did not
play well this weekend," added
Senior Tri-Captain Rob Kane.
Thursday, against Spring-
field, the Bantams fared much
better. With a 10-1 victory, Trin-
ity broke Springfield's 11-game
win streak. Falvey (2-1) had a
huge day on the mound pitch-
"...we still have to play some tough teams
and concentrate on earning a playoffbid"
- Robbie Kane
Trinity's 5-4 loss in last season's
ECAC Championship Game.
The Bantams dropped the first
game 5-6 as senior Adrian Softie
(3-3) took the loss. "We didn't
play well, we just didn't make
any plays today facing a hungry
team," said Head Coach Bill
Decker after Sunday's losses.
The offensive highlights for
the first game were Brendan
Falvey '98 who went 2 for 4
with a double and two runs
scored. Gregg Smith '99 went 2
for 4 as well andjunior Tri-Cap-
tain Christian Sheehan went 1
for 2 with two walks.
The second half of the double
header ended with a 12-5 loss.
Chris Burchfield '98 went 2 for
ing a complete game while
striking out a career high six-
teen batters. He allowed seven
hits in the game, but gave up no
earned runs.
"This was a good game for us.
Our bats were quiet until the
last three innings, but Falvey
really kept us in it," commented
Kane. During those three in-
nings, seven runs were scored.
Kane led the charge with two
RBI, and Ryan Shattuck '97 with
an RBI single in the eighth.
Kyle Armstrong '98, Smith,
and freshman Jim Klocek each
added two hits apiece.
Kane had a big game Tuesday
when Western Connecticut
played here at Trinity. He went
Softball Slams Opposition
Softball celebrates after yesterday's win.
continued from page24
game with 5 RBI. Defensively,
the Bantams were solid.
Mooradian pitched a complete
game, allowing one run on six
hits,
Coach Vanderaeer said,
"Beth pitched a' wry solid
game, but the infiekters bached
her up very well Theymadethe
plays we needed to win the
game."
Not only was the infield solid,
but the outfield was too. Tarbdl
and Sophomore Katie McLaren
made tough plays all game,
Vandermeer commented,
"Meredith and Katie gotgreat
FREDSCHONENBERG
jumps on balls, and showed
great range in running them
•down."
With this win, the Bantams
record stands at 6-15. Tb,e
Bantams rtexE game will be
Thursday, when they travel to
Teikyo Post. Then against
Williams on Saturday.
3 for 3 with 2 RBI, and three
runs, the highlight of which
was the senior's first career
home run, a solo shot in the sec-
ond inning. The team had a sea-
son high 21 hits, ten of which
were a College record 10
doubles. The previous record of
6 was set earlier in the season on
March 23 against Plymouth
State in Florida. Chisholm also
went 3 for 3 with 2 runs and 3 '
RBI, and Shattuck went 2 for 3
with a double and a two run
home run (3). Four other Trin-
GETTHE CREDITS YOU
NEED FAST This SUMMER
WITHOUT DISRUPTING YOUR
ONE "WEEK COURSEWARE JUST
ONE O F THE ADVANTAGES O F COMING
To BENTLEYTHIS SUMMER.
•More scheduling flexibility than
any other Boston area college:
-One, two or six week options
-Day or evening classes
-Courses that meet on five
consecutive Fridays





•Business programs are AACSB
accredited so credits should
transfer easily.
• Better quality learning
experience due to smaller
class sizes.
• An excellent value compared




To learn more e-mail at
summer@bentley.edu;
call 1/800/5-BENTLEY;
fax 1/617/891-2729 or return
the coupon.
THINK AHEAD, SOT AHEAD.






Mall to; ltenlley College
175Fiwesi St.,Waltham, MA 02154-4705
R-nmil: Kummer@bentley.edu
' Phone 1/80O/5-BEN71EV PAX: 617/891-2729
ity players had two or more hits
in the game. Righthander Mike
Chute '98 (3-1) pitched the first
six innings giving up two runs
in the first, for his third victory
of the season.
With seven games left, and
nine losses it is extremely im-
portant for the team to win a
majority of the remaining
games. "We have played very
well at times, and gotten some
good performances at times.
We're still a good squad, but
people have to stick with it and
go one day at a time. Leadership
is key for the remainder of the
season," said Decker. •
"We have to put this week-
end behind us because we still
have to play some tough teams
and concentrate on earning a
playoff bid," added Kane. For
the Bantams to earn this playoff
bid, they will most likely need
to win the remainder of their
games. Most playoff teams have
at least 20 wins. The Bantams
will face Eastern Connecticut at
home at 3:30 on Wednesday.
Lax Fifth In Nation
continued from page 24
Earlier in the week the Ban-
tams had back-to-back lop-
sided victories, winning at
Wesleyan on Wednesday and
hammering Mt. Holyoke at
home on Thursday. In the two-
day span, the high powered
Bantam offense scored 42
goals, allowing everyone to get
involved. .
The visit to Middletown gave
the Bantams an impressive
14th consecutive victory over
the Cardinals, and improved
their overall record against
their in-state rival to 19-1-2. In
typical Trinity fashion, the
Bantams came out firing from
all angles, scoring the first five
goals of the game..
The onslaught continued af-
ter the Cardinals finally got on
the board, leading to a 14-4
half time edge. Knowles and
Dwyer led the attack with four
goals apiece, while sophomore
Alix Johnston had three goals
and classmate Cavanagh
picked up three goals and two
assists.
Martinelli continued her
fine all-around play with two
goals and two assists. Sopho-
more Whitney Scarlett and
Waldman each added a pair of
goals, and Jen Dakin also got in
the act with a goal.
Despite the great deal of suc-
cess the team has enjoyed to
this point, Knowles feels the
team is continually improving.
She said, "We're learning that
the team is the most important
part, not the individuals. We
know that to be as successful
as we would like to be, we have
to do it together."
The following afternoon the
Bantams gave a repeat perfor-
mance, this time on the home
soil. The Bantams again
jumped out quickly, leading
Mount Holyoke 16-2 at the half.
The bombardment of
Holyoke goalie Sarah Dolan
was engineered by a pair of
sophomores. Cavanaugh tied
her career-high with six goals
and Scarlett had four goals and
three assists.
The Bantams got two goals
each from Knowles, Martinelli,
and Waldman. The big lead al-
lowed for some different Ban-
tams to put points on the
board.
Junior Caera Byrnes had a
goal and an assist while sopho-
more Kelly Flaman and fresh-
man Heidi Polsen each scored
a goal. The Bantams next big
test comes today at 4:30 PM
when they travel to the neutral
site of Northfield, Massachu-
setts to tangle with top-ranked
Middlebury. If the Bantams
win they will surely move up
in the national ranks.
Waldman feels the team is
confident going into the game,
"We try not to get too con-
cerned about our opponent, be-
cause we know if we play to the
ability we are capable of play-
ing, things will fall into place."
When two highly ranked
teams meet, it is often very
hard to find where one team
has the edge. Martinelli be-
lieves the balanced Bantam of-
fensive attack will be the
difference. The junior com-
mented, "Our team can look to
any number of options on the
offensive . end, while
Middlebury's offense is more
concentrated towards only a
couple of players."
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Bantams Serve
Tennis Is One Win
BY LIZ ALEXANDER AND
KATIE KURZ
Sports Writer and Sports
Editor
Last Thursday the Bantams
beat Springfield College 6-1 to
bring them within one win of
the record for most victories in
a season, which is ten. The last
time this record was matched
was during the spring seasons
of 1955 and 1978.
Their standing was 9-3 at the
conclusion of this match. Ac-
cording to Head Coach Paul
Assaiante the men had a satis-
factory performance, but they
definitely weren't playing at
the peak of their game. It's dif-
ficult to keep your concentra-
tion intense during matches
against schools that aren't as
talented.
In their second to last home
match, co-captain Tim
Stringer '98 won impressively,
playing the number one posi-
tion, over Dave Cefaly of
Springfield 6-1, 6-2. This
brought Tim Stringer's per-
sonal record in singles play to
6-4. It took freshman singles
second seed Matt Sharnoff a
little more time and concentra-
tion to dispose of his opponent
Up Springfield
Away From Record
fight, but took the reality with
a 0-7 loss. Towards the end of
some matches, Trinity started
to fight back but it was too
little too late as they were swal-
lowed whole by the Jumbos.
Number one Tim Stringer al-
most pushed a third set out of
his opponent but lost to Andy
Schwartz 6-3, 7-5. Third
doubles partners Matt
Sharnoff and Steve Wohlford
'00 hung on tight and tried to
achieve the only win of the af-
ternoon, but they lost their
doubles match in a 7-4 tie
breaker for a final score of 9-8.
Due to rainy weather, the
Men's Tennis Team postponed
their match against close rival
Wesleyan from this past Satur-
day to Sunday. It turned out to
be a beautiful day, perfect for a
game of tennis.
Unfortunately, Wesleyan
caught the Bantams on an off
day and managed to squeeze a
3-4 victory out of them. Tim
Stringer '98 thought that the
team came out flat and
Wesleyan was definitely a
team that they could have
beaten.
Tim Stringer '98, playing
first singles, lost in a three set
match, to a player he had
beaten two other times. Matt
Andy Link (6-2,7-6).
After the match Sharnoff
was congratulated as being the
only one to have the most
singles wins (8) on the team
thus far in the season. As num-
ber three single's, freshman
Alex Valente continued to over-
whelm his competition with his
flat power generating strokes.
The strength he has in his serve
aced opponent Bach of Spring-
field 6-4,6-1.
Unfortunately Matt Hebert
'98 had the team's only single's
loss in a tough match going to
three sets (3-6, 6-1, 6-4). Peter
Greenberg '98 and Eric
Narotsky '98 both won in the
number five and six positions
respectively. When Eric
Narotsky gets called to play as
part of the varsity single's line-
up, his game is deadly; he boasts
an impressive 6-1 record after
this match.
In the doubles' matches, War-
ren and Valente dominated the
game. In their match against
Springfield, they were bumped
up from their regular second
spot to first seed. Their victori-
ous record now stands at an im-
pressive 9-2; they are coming
close to breaking the record for
most wins by a doubles team.
This win, along with Preston
Quick '00 and Matt Hebert's 8-
6 victory, the team claimed the
doubles point for this match.
On April 15, Trinity had the
unenviable task of traveling to
Medford, Massachusetts to play
Tufts University. The Jumbos
Men's Tennis program has be-
come very strong and they at-
tract very aggressive players
with talent from all over the
world.
The Bantams fought a tough
Sharnoff '00 fell to his Wesleyan
competitor, but Alex Valente
'00 was able to leave his oppo-
nent in the dust.
Matt Herbert '98 was taken
prey by the Cardinals in fourth
singles, and unfortunately so
was Phil Warren '98 playing
fifth singles, even though he ral-
lied it out to the third set. Jun-
ior Peter Greenberg 'killed the
bird' though in his match as
sixth singles.
Success was found for the
Bantams in doubles competi-
tion as Preston Quick '00 and
Tim Stringer dominated the
game and pulled away an 8-4
win. Warren and Valente upset
the Carndinals, as did the
strong duo of Sharnoff and
Steve Wohlford '00. Yet the
strength in the doubles' games
couldn't balance out the losses
from the singles' matches, as
Trinity was defeated. Regard-
less, the team still holds on to a
strong winning record 9-4.
The Bantams have two regu-
lar season matches left on their
plate along with the NESCAC
Team Championships. They
will travel to play Connecticut
College this afternoon and will
travel to Williams College for
their Championships which
start on Friday, April 25th.
The men came in sixth place
out of eleven teams last season
and they hope to improve their
name in the NESCAC this
spring.
They also have an individual
match scheduled for Tuesday,.
April 29th against Williams,
after the Tournament. With a .
lot of determination and hard
work, Trinity has the opportu-
nity to break the 1978 all time
win record this season.
Bantams On The Right Track
BY YoiANDA FtAMfNO
Sports Writer
Last Wednesday the Track
and Field teams traveled to
New London, CT to partici-
pate in the Conn College Invi-
tational Trinity easily
dominated this meet, as many
of its athletes posted impres-
sive wins over other partici-
pating schools, • which
included the Coast Guard
Academy and Salve Regina.
The afternoon was opened
with the men's 4 X100 meter
relay. Thisteam.consistingof
JonKarp C97), MarcMaccerini
('991 James Wright COO), and
Peter Young COO), got off to a
quick startand never hesitated
as they wentontowin the race
by a considerable margin. The
women's distance crew fol-
lowed thisdisplay and also did
not disappoint. Senior Jill-
Romano was the first Trinity
athlete to cross the finish line
in the 1500 meter race, as she
captured second place and
was closely followed by team-
rnate Kim Mendell C99) in
third. The men's teamdid like-
wise in this race as junior Ben
Appley&rd was able to catch
teammate Robert Johnson
C97) right before the line as
they took first and second, re-
spectively.
After these distance races,
the sprinters once again took
to the track for the 100 dash.
Once again Trinity dominated
the competition. It was Karp
partner, Nicole Hanley C99) dis-
played her speed in the 400,fin-
ishing first with a time of 6L7
against a strong head wind.
Later, it was also Hanley and
Antonetti who secured the top
two places in the 200 meter
dash.
In the men's 400 meter race,
Wright and David Jewett (*99)
ransmooth, steady races as they
went on to finish in the top
three of the meet Thesprinters
kept the momentum going in
the 200 meter dash, where Trin-
ity took all three top places.
This was done by Wright, Karp,
and Young, who looked unstop-
pable despite the extreme wind
and increasing cold that they
encountered.
Next, on the track were two
more distance races, the
women's 3000 meters and the
men's5000 meters. In the 3000,
junior Elizabeth. Worthy cap-
. tured hrst place. She accom-
plished this b'y steadily
decreasing the distance be-
tween herself and the leader.
With one lap to go, Worthy shot
off and could not be caught as
she crossed the line with a con'
vindngwin,
• In the men's 5000, it -was the
freshmen distance crew of
Andy Malick, David Kyle, and
Adanr Forkner that could not be
stopped, Malick,whoisUSedto
the shorter races, took the race
out in an andatsnting pace He
led the field for a considerable
amount of time, but slowly his
teammates were able to narrow
the gap. The three athletes fin-
ished in.second (Kyle), third
meter race. The official team
of Jewett, Matthew McShane
099), Andrew Joseph {'99),
and David Aucoin C98) fin-
ished in a close second to
Conn. Intense competition,
however, arose from another
Trinity relay teammadeupof
Matthew Wong C00), Eric
Lavigne ('98), Macarreni, and
senior captain Joseph
DeAngelis.
During this, the field
events took place. At the pole
vault pit, freshmen Adam
Orr was able to capture first
place with a vault of 12'. An-
other freshmen, Ben Goss,
also was impressive in his
win in the high jump with a
leap of 7'. Also leaping to suc-
cess was sophomore Alfred
Olson who won the long and
triple jumps, despite the stiff
competition. In the javelin it
was two sophomores, Shelly
Lozier and Greg Tirrell, who
took first place in the men's
and women's competition.
-At the throwing circle
Trinity continued to impress
as Beth Dorart ('99) lead the
way for the women in the
hammer throw. Doran's at-
tempts were also supported
by the other throwers, who
continue to improve. The
men were led by DeAngelis
who displayed his strength
and technique in' the ham-
mer throw, .
Coming off these impres-
sive wins, the Track and Field
teams will travel to
Middlebury to compete in
the N1SCAC meet, which
tWraMa*i3yd
wJtichwasoiatchedbyan.eai:'
cellerit run from Mia
Antonetti COO) on the
women'ssquad. Her sprinting
•place, adding tdt'fiiriiifs "win- •
• ningscore. • .
• Rounding out the day on the
track was the men's 4X400
Sunday, Here the athletes
hope to continue to excel and
display their talent against
other conference schools.
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The year is drawing to a close
and the spring seasons are
dwindling down- the men's la-
crosse team has lour games let t
and a chance to even up their
record and make the ECAC's.
The team made it harder on
themselves this past week when
they lost their two home games
and found themselves at 2-6.
The first game was on
Wednesday against the Lord
Jeffs of Amherst College.
Amherst is always a difficult
opponent and a perennial
strong team so the team knew
going in that they would have to
play tough.
But the Bantams found them-
selves down by a score of 7-2 at
half time and 10-3 after three
quarters, too many goals to
make up in the last quarter.
The final score was 14-8 and
Amherst's record was 6-2; but
there were some good things for
the team, they had eight differ-
ent players contribute to the
scoring and freshman goalie
Matt Jerry made 23 saves on 39
of Amherst's shots.
Bobby Souers '00 led the way
in highest point totals with one
goal and four assists. Julian
Song '98 had the most goals
with two, while Evan Levine




Men's Lacrosse braves the storm and prepares for future
competition at a recent practice.
'99, Joe Lerner '97, and Alex
Hazelton '99 all had one goal,
while Alex "Booger" Fleming'99
had one assist.
Speaking to several players
who never want their names
mentioned, all seem to say the
same things. That the team
should have won many of the
games that they lost and that
the team is talented. With fif-
teen freshman the team can
only improve with every game
and every practice.
Members of the team say that
there are players like John
Harrelson who are playing good
and consistent lacrosse, hope-
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fully these players can help
their team in their last games of
the season.
Then came Saturday and an-
other home stand against the
Ephs of Williams. With the
rain that had already fallen and
with the women having already
played the women from Will-
iams, the team took the field
which had one end which was
almost impossible to stand up
in.
Mud and bad playing condi-
tions are usually an equaliser,
but the Williams team still
found a way to stay in their feet
and put themselves up 9-3 at
half time. The Trinity team did
not help themselves as they
never got closer than five goals
in the second half of the game.
Joe Lerner '97 (3,1) and Bobby
Souers '00 (1, 4) led the team
while Johnny "Hairweave"
Harrelson '00 had two goals.
Andy Hayes '99 had one goal
and one assist and Ian Conway
'99 had a goal.
Jake "Steak" Hunter '00 was
in the goal and had to face an in-
credible 43 shots by the Will-
iams team, he made 13 saves and
left the game with a score of 16-
8.
Although the Bantams are 2-
6 and may be discouraged by
some things that have hap-
pened this season, the team is
not negative.
They continue to work hard
and improve their skills every
day and hope that they can pull
it together for their game on
Wednesday against Wesleyan
which will be played in
Middletown and then a re-
scheduled game against Conn
College on home field on Satur-
day.
Trinity Men's Rugby Crowned Beast Of The East
BY JEFF VENCUS A N D
PATRICK MCGRANN
Sports Writers
This past weekend saw
Trinity's Men's Rugby Team
tower over ail competitors as
they captured the Beast of the
East Tournament Division II
Championship.
The annual tournament, held
in Barrington, Rhode Island,
boasted twenty-one Division 11
teams and a smaller crop of six-
teen Division I competitors.
The Bantams had to survive five
matches against a variety of
worthy competitors.
Saturday's first match against
Plymouth State served as a
wake-up call to Trinity's
ruggers, as they played to an 8-
8 tie in the opening round.
Besides facing a larger team,
Trinity also had to fight against
the elements, braving fleeting
rain and unseasonably cold
temperatures.
The second match saw Trin-
ity face another larger team, but
one without the Bantams' supe-
rior skill and depth. St.
Lawrence University was over-
come by stellar back line play as
Trinity pulled out an 8-3 win.
With this victory, Trinity ad-
vanced to the quarter-finals,
earning the right to return on
Sunday.
The next foe was University
of Connecticut's B-side, a group
of disorganized players, dressed
in motley uniforms.
The Bantams showed
UCONN how the game of rugby
is played, racking up twenty-
nine points and shutting out the
Huskies.
Advancing to the semi-finals,
Trinity faced a familiar adver-
sary, Central Connecticut State
University.
Scoring twenty-four points
and once again shutting out the
opposing team, Trinity earned
the right to advance to the
tournament's final game for the
second consecutive year.
The last obstacle to Trinity's
glory was Worcester
Poly technical' Institute.. This
team possessed alargerpackof
forwards and several talented
backs which would test the
mettle of the Bantams.
WPI drew first blood, scoring
three points on a penalty kick.
Being too close to glory to give
up, Trinity upped the intensity
and charged back to score three
points of its own on a kick by
Jeff Ross'97.
This however, was just the ,
beginning. Ross added another
seven points before half time on
a try plus conversion, giving the
Bantams a 10-3 lead after the
first thirty minutes.
In the second half, Trinity
maintained its momentum
with a try by Dave Weiner '97.
Another penalty kick by Ross
put the Bantams on top 18-3.
with only fifteen minutes re-
maining.
WPI showed that they were
not ready to concede victory
just yet, scoring a quick ten
points on two tries. It was at this
Jed Donnel '99 leaps during a warm-up "line-out"
before the Beast of the East.
BY GOAT-BOY
The Rugby Teams celebrates after success at
the "Beast of the East" tournament.
LAURA BLACKWEU
point that the Bantams dug
down deep inside themselves
and proved that they were
championship material. WPI
would not score again and the
final whistle sealed Trinity's
place at the top of the ranks of
Division II Rugby.
A large part of the success
won by Trinity was due to the
efforts of Captainjeff Ross, who
played with an unrivaled pas-
sion. Previous to his dominance
in the final game, Ross scored
three tries and numerous pen-
alty kicks and conversions.
The extent of Ross' com-
manding presence on the field
can not be seen merely in point
totals. Ross anchored a back
line with little tournament ex-
perience and provided the lead-
ership needed for the Bantams
to rise to the challenge.
There is still time to support
Trinity's Rugby teams in the re-
mainder of this semester. Both
the men's and women's teams
have home games this coming
Saturday against Providence
College.
The women's game starts at 11
AM. and the men's game is
scheduled for 1PM. In between
the games, both teams will
honor the memory of Steven
Skogseth '99 with a ceremony
and tree planting. Everyone is
welcome to the final rugby ex-




Men's And Women's Varsity Crew
Sat. 26 April vs. Wesleyan Away
Men's Varsity Tennis




Wed. 23 April vs. E. Conn. Away
Sat. 26 April vs. Williams Away
Men's J[arsity Lacrosse
. w e C S April vs. Wesleyan Away
rues. 29 April vs. Union Home
Women's Varsity Lacrosse
L~h. 24 April vs. S. Heart Away
Sat. 26 April vs. Amherst Home




Created by Fred and Katie
Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia questions correctly and leave
a message on the voice mail of extension 2589 will win a free grand slam
breakfast from Schoney's.
This Week's Theme: The NBA Playoffs
1 Who coached the Boston Gel tics to two NBA Titles
and two additional Eastern Conference Titles in the
198O7s? (Hints The Grateful Dead warned his
namesake, "better watch your, speed.")
2. Hame the Most Valuable Player of the 1977 MBA
Finals won by the Portland Trailblazers. (Hints He is
presently an announcer and also a Dead Head)
3. What HBA Hall-Of-Famer holds the record for
most appearances in the playoffs with 18
appearances?
4. Who holds the record for most rebounds in a
playoff game with 41 in 1984?(Hint: The number of
rebounds is 9r969 less than the amount of people he
claimed to sleep with.)
5. Who terrorized the Boston Geltics in 1986 with a
barrage of 63 points, setting the record for most
points in a playoff game?
SAVE $4.75 AT THE CAVE
$0 With This Coupon
2 Snapples,
1 Large Wow Ring,
1 Stale Rice Krispie Treat
VOID BY KATIE KURZ AN D FRED SCHONENBERG
GOOD MIDNIGHT UNTIL 8 A M , EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE







\hitter and hit two homel
runs, including a grand |
Islam in yesterday's
\ victory over Mount
\Holyoke College. Her
\two home runs in one
jame ties a Trin ity
\ record held by
I teammate Tina R ideout \
'98.
port*
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Women's Lacrosse Shoots For National Championship
BY CRAIG MOODY AND
TIM LYNCH
Sports Writers
The Women's lacrosse team
completed yet another unde-
feated week since their return
from spring break, gaining
them a number five ranking in
the most recent IWLCA/Brine
Division 111 Women's Lacrosse
Poll.
Their biggest win of the week
came Saturday at home when
they defeated eleventh-ranked
and previously unbeaten Will-
iams, 15-11, in unseasonably
cold and damp conditions. The
inclement weather and poor
field conditions almost led to a
postponement, but both
coaches were adamant about
playing the game then and
there. However, the bleak con-
ditions did not slow the Trinity
offensive juggernaut.
Led by senior captain Jory
Waldman's four goals and two
assists, the Bantams were able to
win their eighth consecutive
game since a season-opening
loss to William Smith College.
Waldman stated, "We were un-
stoppable offensively and
(goalie) Katie Derosier really
stepped up. Beating such a
highly ranked team is always
satisfying, but when it's a rival
like Williams, it's that much
better."
The Bantams fell behind 3-2
early, but responded with six
unanswered goals. The run was
highlighted by two of junior
scoring machine Jen
Martinelli's three goals for the
game.
Jen Dakin '97 commented on
the team's performance during
the run. "We just have so many
play makers. Our teamwork is
so good, i t's about more than just
one person scoring. It's a total
team effort."
However, Williams would not
go away. The Ephs were able to
get two more goals before the
half ended, cutting the lead to
8-5, and gained some momen-
tum in the process.
The second half saw the
teams trade goals until
Dorothy Cavanagh and the Bantams storm past opposition.
Martinelli's third goal put the
Bantams up 13-9 with 13 and a
half minutes remaining.
Again, Williams would not
roll over, as they were able to cut
the lead to 13-10 on one of Alana
Teutonico's game-high five
goals. However, this is as close
as they would get, as the next
"Fire in Their Bellies
Women's Rugby At Beast of East tourney




On April 19th and 20th Trin-
ity Women's Rugby club com-
peted in the 'Beast of the East'
invitational tournament. De-
spite the cold and driving rain
the Bantams came out strong
against Providence College
with 3 tries scored in the first
half. Co-Captains, Arielle
Perry '97 and Laura McGough
'97, paved the way for victory,
with an impressive contribu-
tion from Alix Peck '98. The
Bantams won 15-5.
The win was the first of two
matches in the round robin
stage of the competition. Trin-
ity went on to play Colby on
Saturday afternoon. The team
continued their trend of quick
starts in the tournament by
scoring 3 tries in the first half.
Peck, McGough, and Melissa
Elliot'97 all scored. Again, the
Bantams won 15-5, propelling
them to the semifinals of the
tournament to be held on Sun-
day.
The two wins illustrated the
hard work and dedication that
the players have given to Trin-
ity rugby this semester. Coach
Terrence Healy joined by the
new backs coach Ron Cino have
made sure that everyone .plays
up to their potential. This is the
first season that the Rugby pro-
gram has had coaches. Corinne
Tuccillo '98 commented, "This
is our first year with coaches
and they have really helped us
improve our basic fundamen-
tals and now we're going places.
Give the program a year or so
and we'll be the Beast of the
East."
In addition to the coaches, the
Trinity seniors have kept team
spirit high and have led the
team to a 3-2 record, with two
games remaining.
In the scrum co-captain
Michelle Buckley and Joan
Krier '97 have fought hard.
Trinity's pack looks strong un-
der Arielle's leadership and
with Michelle 'Buck' Buckley at
hook. Krier's speed out of the
scrum leads to quick breaks.
The back line is able to
complete difficult plays with
ease due to the precision and
strategy of co-captain Corinne
Tuccillo at fly. Blair McGinnis
'97 and Sarah Jubitz '97 bring
strength to Trinity's backs and
full back Melissa Eliot brings
her phenomenal speed.
Sunday dawned bright and
sunny for the semifinal game
against Keene State. Despite
the team unity and intensity,
especially in the second half,
the Bantams were unable to
pull out the win. An early try
by Arielle Perry was returned
with two from Keene, The fi-
nal score was 5-10.
Trinity women should be
proud of their performance in
the 'Beast of the East" and their
continued improvement over
the season. With two games
still to play the club can finish
the season strong with the fire
in their bellies. YARR.
two goals came from Bantam
sophomores Nancy Dwyer (2
goals) and Alix Johnston (2
goals, 3 assists).
The other Bantam goals came
from sophomores Whitney
Scarlett, who had two, and Dor-
othy Cavanaugh, and junior
Ashley Knowles.
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The balanced attack of the
Bantams, according to
Waldman, "is one of our stron-
gest assets. It is a huge plus
knowing anyone on the team
has the ability to score at any
time."
See FIFTH on page 20
Mooradian Lifts Softball
Sports Writer
On Thursday, the Women's
Softball ' Team defeated
Wesieyan (8-10), 5-0, here at
Trinity. Freshman Beth.
Mooradian earned the victory,
her forth, by pitching a two hit
shut ' out. Coach Fran
Vandermeer said, "Beth domi-
nated all the butters she faced.
She pitched with confidence
all game.. This was her most
solid performance this season,"
The Bantams scored their
first run in the third inning.
Junior Anna Norland scored
the run after getting on base
with a single, Sophomore
Emily Clarke and junior Tina
Hideout scoredfor the Bantams
in the fourth inning. Each
reached base after hitting
singles. In the fifth inning,
Norland and junior Tara
Hanlon each scored. Norland
reached first base and than did
her bestDeion Sanders impres-
sion by stealing second and
third base; Captain Sue Church
also had two hits,
Defensively the team was
solid. Coach Vandermeer com.-
mented. T h e entire defense
was great. They really played
well behind Beth,"
•' On Sunday, the Bantams
traveled to Tufts to play a
doubleheader. Tuftscameinto
the game ranked number 3 in
New England. The Bantams
lost the first game 2-0.
Although junior Kirscen
Graham picked up the loss, she
pitched a" great game7CoacE
Vandermeer said, "Kirsten was
great, She kept their hitters off
balance all game. She gave Us
a chance to win the game, but
we couldn't put it together of-
fensively," The Bantams lost on
run, that hit
he fence before
clearing it. Vandermeer com-
mented, "It was a play that ac-
tually could have been made.
Our outfielders just got a bad
jump On the ball".Tufts de-
feated the Bantams in the sec-
ond game, 9-0, as the Bantams
continued to struggle offen-
sively., Mooradian picked up
the loss, After the loss, the Ban-
tams fell to 5-15 on the season.
Yesterday, the Bantams came
to life offensively, defeating
Mount Holyoke 6-1. Sopho-
more Meredith Tarbell led off
the third inning with a single.
After stealing second and third
base, Norland reached first
base on balls. Norland then
stole second base.
After Hanlon walked, the
bases wereloadedwitb.no outs.
Mooradian stepped to the plate
and hit a grand slam home run.
Mooradian commented, "I was
shocked. Ijustwamedtogeta
hit and drive in a run, iVe never
hit one over the fence before, It
was a great feeling," The Ban-
tams would add another run in
the third. Church hit a triple,
and stole home to score. At this
point the Bantams were ahead
5-0,
The Bantams scored their
sixth run of the game in the
fif thinning on asolo home run
by Mooradian, her second of
the game. Mooradian said,-"I
just wanted to get another hit.
. I was even more surprised af-
ter 1 hit this one than I was af-
ter the :first one, I never
imagined myself hitting two
home runs in one game." The
two home-runs in one game
tied a school record set previ-
ously this year by Tina Rideout
'98, Mooradian finished the
See-SOFWALL pvgetf
